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"A sweet, sexy, honest teen romance that just happens to involve two girls—all the more
charming for being so very ordinary.”—KirkusA Kirkus Best Book of the Year! A Chicago Public
Library Best Book of the Year! A Bustle Best Young Adult Book of the Year! 3 starred reviews!
Joanna meets the perfect girl for her and must decide whether to break a promise that could
change everything for her and her family or lose out on love in this charming young adult
romance that’s perfect for fans of Julie Murphy’s Dumplin’ and Becky Albertalli’s Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda.Joanna Gordon has been out and proud for years, but when her popular
radio evangelist father remarries and decides to move all three of them from Atlanta to the more
conservative Rome, Georgia, he asks Jo to do the impossible: to lie low for the rest of her senior
year. And Jo reluctantly agrees.Although it is (mostly) much easier for Jo to fit in as a straight
girl, things get complicated when she meets Mary Carlson, the oh-so-tempting sister of her new
friend at school. But Jo couldn’t possibly think of breaking her promise to her dad.Even if she’s
starting to fall for the girl. Even if there’s a chance Mary Carlson might be interested in her, too.
Right?

About the AuthorBrian Michael Bendis is an writer and former artist. He has won critical
acclaim, including five for both his creator-owned work and his work on various books.Starting
out with and comics, Bendis eventually moved to mainstream work. With and , Bendis was the
primary architect of the Universe, launching in , on which he continues as writer to the present
day. He relaunched the franchise with in , and has also written the Marvel "event" storylines "",
"", 2008's "" and 2010's "".
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EILEEN” IS A terrible song at any wedding. But when the wedding is being held at the Ritz-
Carlton in Atlanta—the bride’s overpriced choice—one might expect better tunes, even if they
are being spun for my dad’s evangelical masses. When the song ends and the DJ segues into a
line dance, I realize there’s no hope. The whole room gets up, because, you know, line dance,
wedding, white people. My dad, Reverend Anthony Gordon, handsome in his tuxedo, and the
newly minted Elizabeth Gordon, aka Three, lead the dancers in a right, left, front, back shuffle
that even the good Baptists of Rome, Georgia, must feel isn’t too much of a sin, because they’re
all out there electric and sliding.“Don’t feel like dancing, dear?” An elderly woman pauses as she
passes my hiding spot, a crevice tucked between a wall drape and a hotel tree well acquainted
with future divorces in the making. I’m working up a suitable answer when my best friend, Dana,
slides in and cuts off the woman’s direct route to the preacher’s daughter, aka me.“It’s electric.
Boogie, woogie, woogie.” Dana brings an invisible microphone to her mouth and runs her other
hand up through her spiky hair, totally ignoring the fact that the woman’s still standing there,
waiting for a response.Eventually she harrumphs and toddles off, muttering about lack of
manners and what happened to God-fearing decency.“Really?” Dana looks over her shoulder,
then plops down behind my potted plant shield. “I can’t believe your dad’s making you move your
senior year. Total douche play. You’re going to be in the sticks, girl.” She points as the woman is
swallowed into the crowd. “With winners like that.”Not the word I would have used, but I get her
point. Rome, Georgia, is definitely where queer girls go to die. In real time, it’s only a couple of
hours north, but in theoretical time, it’s like twenty years south. I know I could raise a conniption
over it, but as much as I do not want to leave Dana and Atlanta, and as much as I have serious
concerns about this marriage, I’ve never seen my dad this happy. And my agreeing to move and
be a part of his new life, he claims, is a big part of his happiness pie chart. So what’s a loving
daughter to do but put on her Walmart panties and move to the boondocks? Besides, it’s not like
he’d let me stay anyway.“You never gave me your approval. Wedding appropriate? Hot?” Dana
stands up again and twirls in front of me. She’s in a pinstriped, skinny-pants and blazer combo
with some black shiny wingtip shoes I’m sure she found at the Value Village. She does look hot,
inappropriate crush on your best friend hot, but I would never tell her that in a million years.
Dana’s ego is massive enough without compliments from me.“Blondie seems to think so.” I nod
toward the late twentyish, early thirtyish bi-curious cougar Dana had been flirting with before she



deigned to check in on me.Dana sits back down and slumps in the chair, then crosses her leg
across her knee, a rakish grin settling on her lips. “Yeah, her.” She digs a flask from her pocket
and swigs before passing it to me, never taking her eyes off the woman, who blushes red to her
scalp line under Dana’s scrutiny.I hold up my hand and wave it away.“Aw, come on, liquid
courage.”“I told you. Dry wedding.” I slump farther into my sulk. “Dad asked for best behavior.”“I
dressed up for you and your dad. There’s no way I’m staying sober.” Dana’s eyes hone in on my
new stepmom’s thirty-two-year-old ass. She elbows me. “Three’s a total MILF.”Three is a very
attractive female, but she’s also my dad’s and that is gross enough on its own. I shove Dana’s
drinking arm. “Put your pecker back in your pants, party girl. That’s my new mama. And can you
be a tad more discreet with the flask? Three’s mother keeps giving us the stink eye.”Dana leans
back and smiles across the room at my new grandmother. I can’t believe Dad went and got
married again. I can’t believe he’s moving us to north Georgia. And I can’t believe the ugliness of
this stupid blue dress I’m swaddled in.But Dad’s smile is so hopeful as he swings Three around
the dance floor and his eyes so soaked with love that I pray, because that’s what he and I do,
that this one sticks. Not like Two, who bitched about the lack of money and then, when it finally
started rolling in, was already screwing a radiologist. Or One, aka Mom, who lost her battle with
breast cancer when I was barely two. Dad’s worked so hard to be a family for me even when
things didn’t work out quite right. He really does deserve happiness and I’m just going to have to
suck it up and be a good daughter, even though I hate everything about this new
development.Dana slings back farther. “Seriously, though, Jo. Your new stepmom is the—” She
has the good sense to cut off her conversation when the woman she’d been flirting with
approaches our tree-hidden chairs.“So.” The blonde, eyes narrowed at Dana, slides into a seat.
“You never did tell me your name.”Dana thrusts out her hand. “Dana Parducci. Troublemaker,
miscreant, jailbait.”The woman grins and I sense trouble. Dad has been pretty cool about my
sexuality, what with him being a preacher and all, but I’m also cool, too. I don’t flaunt it around the
flock. Not that I’m hiding, but I have my own secret mission—get my father to agree to a youth
program where I can talk about all the issues—and for now, being chill when necessary is part of
the plan. Dana, however, has no such inhibitions, and she’s got her freak flag lit in neon rainbow
lights.“Dana . . .” I hiss at her, but blondie cuts me off with an arm across my chest as she
reaches for Dana’s flask.“You going to share?” She looks around. “I can’t fucking believe they
had a dry reception.”Dana leans forward and winks. “Right? Here you go.”The woman takes it
and with a furtive head twist sips, then hands the flask back, letting her hands linger on Dana’s
for a few seconds before turning to me. “You’re Elizabeth’s new stepdaughter?” The woman
smiles. “Joanna, right?”“Sure,” I say, though all my friends call me Jo, but tonight, in this
confection of baby blue picked out by Three, I don’t feel like explaining. Joanna seems to fit my
new role as small town stepdaughter.“Well, I know Elizabeth is glad y’all are moving up to Rome
instead of her moving here. She’s never been much of a city girl. She hated having to work down
here for her training weeks. Well, except for meeting your dad, of course.”“And you are?” I
ask.“Sorry. I’m Jennifer. I went to high school with Elizabeth, but I live in Dallas now.”“Texas,



huh?” Dana scoots her leg forward so her heel parallels Cougar Jen’s heel, and I’m stuck
awkwardly between them.“Where we like things bold and brash.” Cougar Jen pulls her lower lip
into her mouth by the tips of her teeth, a classic come-hither look if there ever was one. I don’t
know how Dana does it. In her mind, every woman on the planet is fair game and most of them
tend to agree with her.I quickly lost interest in an endless string of nothing hookups, and older
women, even when attractive, aren’t my thing. I have definite fantasies of finding the one, but I
doubt that’s going to happen now that I’m moving to the land of “Who’s your boyfriend?” Plus,
Dana’s always by my side, sort of a combination queer crusader and safety net. She’s like my
girlfriend, just not in the girlfriend-that-I-kiss or have-my-heart-broken-by kind of way. It’s the
perfect symbiotic relationship—I’m her wing girl and she’s my fauxmance.“We should bounce.”
Dana looks around the room, then looks at me, her eyes a hopeful question mark.“Dude, it’s my
dad’s wedding.” I yank out a handful of blue froth from where it’s gotten tangled around my
leg.“There’s a warehouse party in East Atlanta tonight.” Dana bats her eyelashes at me. “DJ
Gabby F. is spinning. You know you want out of that dress.”Cougar Jen pouts. “Y’all can’t leave.
We’ve only started to get to know each other.”Pretty sure she means Dana can’t leave, but
whatever.“You could come with us.” Dana’s voice is weighted with innuendo as she leans across
me to flirt with Cougar Jen.Great. I slump back behind my tree. I wonder how long this hookup
will take.“Sounds more fun than here.” Cougar Jen is actually growling.“Come on, Jo.” Dana
pouts and puts her forefingers together at her lips. “Let’s make like a tree.” She pats my bark-
covered shield for good measure. “And leaf.”“No way, dude. If I’m not here for birdseed flinging
and the big bon voyage, I’m screwed. You go. You’ve got a card to my room. Just don’t wake up
half the hotel when you get back.”Cougar Jen giggles. For real, a grown-ass woman giggling.
“You want to hit the minibar in my room, first?”“You know it, sweetheart.” Dana stands and holds
out a debonair hand for Three’s friend.I think I may hurl. But I don’t get a chance, because before
nausea can even set in, they’re out the door. I glance around to see if anyone noticed, but all
eyes seem to be on the dance floor.This sucks.I plant my chin in my hands and contemplate
moving to Rome, Italy, instead of Rome, Georgia.“Where did Jennifer go?”I look up and Three is
standing in front of me, sans Dad, who’s been pulled into the middle of a throng of followers. Her
eyes keep darting toward the door. Maybe someone did notice after all. I shrug. “Don’t know. She
went that way.”“And your friend?” Three’s looking down the hallway with confusion in her eyes. Or
is it judgment? I know Dad told her about me. He told me about their conversation. How at first
Three was surprised, but then told him it was fine and didn’t affect how she felt about him. He
seemed convinced it was no big deal, and I believed him. It’s not like I’ve been part of their
whirlwind courtship, since most of it took place on Three’s terms and without my involvement.
But her telling him my being gay didn’t affect how she felt about him doesn’t really address how
she feels about me. Or this situation. There’s one sure way to test it.“Thinking she went that way,
too.”“Oh.” Confusion gives way to horror, then a second “Oh!”It’s one thing to understand
something in a somebody-else’s-life sort of way, but the reality of the this-is-my-life-now situation
seems to be hitting Three hard based on her sprung-wide eyes and slack mouth.“It’s no big



deal,” I say as Three glances in the general direction of her family table, one I’ve assiduously
avoided for fear of Southern judgment and small town mind contamination.“Right, of course
you’re right, it’s just Jennifer, and . . .”My dad steps in to save the day. “Sweetheart, they want us
to cut the cake.”Three is totally flustered. It shouldn’t fill me with such unmitigated glee, but it
does. Go Dana. Go Cougar Jen. And, what the hell, go cake.I follow the newlyweds to the round
table at the side of the room. She’s not a bad person. But she did insist my dad move out of
Atlanta. Which in turn means me having to move away for my senior year. Which, if I really think
about it, is a pretty shitty thing for her to do. The look on Three’s face when she connected the
dots between Dana and Cougar Jen pops back into my mind and I laugh, even though I
shouldn’t. Making my new stepmom’s life hell might just be the perfect hobby to keep me
entertained when Dad moves me to lower Mongolia.Two“CAN’T BELIEVE THIS IS IT.” Dana’s
standing on the steps of the Morningside house where I’ve lived with my dad for the past four
years. We’d moved here after Two took the Buckhead house right out from under us in the
divorce. Moving men are carrying boxes and the few pieces of furniture Three deemed
acceptable down the steps to the van parked out front.I was psyched when Dad finally agreed I
could stay with Dana for the duration of his and Three’s honeymoon. He’d been insisting I go to
Rome to stay with my new grandparents, but he changed his mind at the last minute. Which was
one hundred percent fine by me. Even having to listen to Dana talk, ad nauseam, about her
Cougar Jen hookup was worth avoiding two weeks of awkward.“Me neither. It sucks.” The reality
of my situation burrows under my skin like a well-inked tattoo. But unlike a tattoo, this isn’t
permanent. One year. I can do anything for a year.I watch the movers load up the last of our
boxes and then I turn to Dana. “Peace, dude.”“Peace to you, dude.”I throw my arms around her
and squeeze, freaked that when I let go my whole life is going to blow away. “Don’t forget about
me up there.”“As if.” She clubs me on the shoulder. “Let me know how the chicks are. Maybe I’ll
come up and unleash the Dana on them.”I roll my eyes. “Whatever, but you and me, we’re
celebrating my freedom after graduation.”“Gonna be off the hook.”At least I’ve got our long-
planned after-grad road trip to look forward to—my dad has to give his permission now that he’s
making me move away. Dana waves and jogs to where her mom is waiting. I drag my feet on the
way to my car. One of Dad’s radio techs, Jamal, is finishing up with the movers and handing the
keys over to the real estate agent. My Atlanta house has locked me out. It’s time to roll. When I
press the ignition button, AC/DC’s “Highway to Hell” blasts from the radio. I look to the sky.
“Really, Goddess?”I haven’t been in the new house for more than thirty minutes and my brain is
already blown. “You want me to do what?!”My father, the preacher, the man with the big heart
and the big voice, dragged me into the landscaped backyard and laid out the most unbelievable
mess of bullshit I’ve ever heard.He sighs and repeats himself, this time more succinctly and
straight to his ridiculous point. “I want you to lie low. Don’t be so boldly out of the closet up here.”I
can’t even process this nugget. My father, the one who’s said he supports me one hundred
percent, is taking some percentage of that back. He knows I have a handle on the right time and
the wrong time to wave my sexuality. This isn’t something he should ask. It’s completely freaking



wrong. “I can’t believe this.” I cross my arms and uncross them and cross them again.“Joanna,
please. I need you to help me out.” He stands, arms slack, in front of me, then repeats one word.
“Please.”My father’s guilt talks have a way of plunging to the core of my being. And that love-
soaked please was exponential. He’s serious. It takes another minute. A slow, second-dropping
minute, but what he’s saying sinks in. My mouth drops open in fractions before I gurgle out the
words. “You for real are asking me to pass? To completely hide my gay?”He rubs his chin, shifts
his jaw, and avoids my eyes.“It’s not like that.” My dad takes my hand and pulls me to the stone
wall, where we can perch. “Look.” He opens his hands and I hear his sermon voice. “I’m asking
you to take it easy for a year. Concentrate on school. Not be quite so in-your-face. It will make
things easier for us.”My ears do not believe what they’re hearing. My father is asking me to lie, to
hide who I am, and to be someone I’m not, to appease Three’s family.“I don’t even have words.” I
stand up and pace across the patio.“Joanna Gina.” He only uses my full name when he’s serious.
“Elizabeth’s mother was apoplectic about seeing Dana and one of the wedding guests fooling
around in the hall outside her room. It was everything Elizabeth could do to talk her mother off
the ledge, to convince her she hadn’t married into the den of Satan.”“Like that’s not dramatic,” I
mutter.“Jo.” My dad only uses my nickname when he really wants something. “Stop pacing and
look at me.”I do. This time his eyes meet me full on and what I see scares me. It’s a swirl of pain
and hope and love and fear. It’s him projecting how much this means to him. And it guts me. My
dad is literally all I have. My real mom I don’t even remember. My grandparents died one by one
before I turned twelve, and both my parents were only children. Yeah, there are some scattered
third cousins up north, but that’s it. I’d do anything for my father.“Dad.” The word comes out a
whisper. “I can’t. You can’t ask me to do this.”He sighs and buries his face for a second, then
looks up again. “You’re right. I’m sorry. But I’m still asking.”“Ask? Right. More like telling.”“Jo, stop.
Ten months. I’m asking for ten months of compromise. Besides, Rome is not like Atlanta. It won’t
be as easy here as it’s been for you in the past. When have I ever stood in your way when
something was important?”“Um, you’ve stood in the way of my summer trip.” I cross my arms.
“You’ve stood in the way of my doing a radio show for the ministry.” Over the privacy fence I hear
kids splashing in a neighboring pool. They sound like they’re having way more fun than me.He
sighs. “Fair enough. If you are big enough to do this for me, then I can be big enough to let you
travel with a friend. You have my permission for your summer trip with Dana.”“Really?”“Yes. I
imagine I would have relented closer to graduation, but your point is solid, so yes, I’ll say it now.
You can go.” He grabs my arm and pulls me back to sitting by his side. “I know this is going to be
hard, Jo. And I wouldn’t ask unless I thought I needed to. I want you to be safe and I want us to
make a good life with Elizabeth and the Foleys. You can keep busy with school. You can even do
some work at the station with me. You have talked about that for a while.”Not just a while. But
since I came out. The whole being-gay-and-a-preacher’s-daughter thing comes with some weird
mixed messaging—Jesus Loves You. Well, maybe not you. It’s been a constant internal struggle,
having grown up in a religious household, desperately wanting to believe in the great goodness
all around me, yet hearing so much hate even when my dad did his best to shield me. About a



year ago, I decided starting my own ministry within his could be an amazing way to help other
queer and faith-filled youth. Maybe now, with what he’s asking of me, I’ll get him to listen.“You
mean work like my radio show?”My dad straightens. His ministry, Wings of Love, is not a brick
and mortar church. It’s a radio station with Christian evangelical programming. He tapes his
sermons and they go on throughout the day on Sundays and Wednesdays. In between he runs
syndicated programs with topics of interest for his listeners. I want my own show, about youth
topics and how Jesus was not the kind of dude to preach any type of hate. He was a total out-of-
the-box guy and I’ve always loved him. But some of his followers are fucking nuts. And they
might stop sending Dad donations if I go on the air.“Joanna—”I cut him off. “No. You moved me
my senior year. You swear how cool you are with my choices, and now it’s like you’re saying that
was all a lie. The trip offer is awesome, but like you said, you would have agreed eventually, and
I’ve saved my own money for it. What would really make me okay with this is the radio show.” I
know I’m pushing here. But maybe this show would be the thing that could make living in this
town bearable. If my new grandparents figure out I’m intelligent and thoughtful, if the local
listeners get some insight into how to be better Christians, Dad might not freak out about us
having to be on our best behavior. And I won’t have to adhere to this ridiculous new rule. I could
help make the world, and my new town, a safer place for kids like me.Now Dad’s the one pacing.
Five steps toward the yard, five back to me. He does this twice. Twenty steps to decision.A kid
yells, “Cannonball!” and there’s the sound of a huge splash from somewhere over the fence.Dad
stops walking. “Okay.”“Okay?” I’m sort of shocked.“But.”Nothing good ever comes after that
word.“Any agenda you have needs to be approached cautiously. I want us to work on the
planning together.”I deflate onto the stone wall, then shake my head and roll my eyes. Yeah, it’s
what I wanted, but if it’s too watered-down it might as well be pointless. Although, maybe a foot
in the door is better than being locked out. Once I’m in, proving my salt, gaining my own
following, then I can pull out the big guns . . . and, blam—queer girl sucker punch. I can do
anything for a year if there’s a rainbow at the end of it. If they love my dad, they’ll love me. And
maybe once they love me, I can make some real change and talk about being young, queer, and
faithful. It might make this worth it.“Okay.”This time he’s the one who’s shocked. “Okay?” He lets
out a huge breath of air and plops back next to me, pulling me into a side hug. “This means a lot
to me, kid. I wouldn’t have asked otherwise. You know I’m proud of you.”I nudge him in the ribs
with my elbow. “I love you, Dad. I want you to be happy.” But I don’t tell him I know he’s proud.
Because for the first time since I told him my truth, he’s acting like it may be a
problem.ThreeDANA’S STRAIGHT UP GUFFAWING ON the other end of the phone. “Are you
serious? That old lady that stuck her head out of the room when I had my hand up Cougar Jen’s
skirt was your new grandma? I guess I wasn’t really paying attention. Had other things keeping
me occupied.”“Yep. That’s who it was. New grandma.”“You sound pissed.”Somehow between my
talk with my dad, the awkward post-honeymoon dinner at our new family table, and me finally
escaping to my room to call Dana, I have gotten pissed. She knew what the wedding was going
to be like. She knew the folks there were on the more conservative end of the spectrum. Who the



hell acts like that in the hallway at the Ritz-Carlton? It’s like she thinks she’s Shane from The L
Word and nothing she does is going to come back on her. “Three’s mom recognized you as my
friend. And now she thinks my dad is the Antichrist because he can’t manage his offspring. An
apology wouldn’t hurt my feelings.”“No way. I did us a favor. The trip is on, and besides, you’re
going to get that stupid show you wanted. I swear, I do not understand why you’re still all up in
Jesus’s house. You know those people don’t like homos.”“Wrong. Some of those people. And
that’s the whole point—my show is supposed to change hearts and minds.”I press the bottom of
my feet against the padded headboard and push up into a stretch as I wait for her response.“So,
what’s your approach?”“Be myself.” I drop flat again against my new bed.Dana snorts. “Isn’t that
exactly what your dad said you couldn’t do?”“You have a point.” I hate when she’s right. It takes
all the anger out of my balloon.“I’m serious. Your dad wants you to blend in for the year. Then
fucking blend. If you think you have half a snowball’s chance in hell to turn some of those haters
into allies, I’ve got your back.” She pauses and I can tell she’s strategizing. “This is too nuts for
me, but what if you do the whole small town makeover?”“What do you mean?”“You know, girl-
next-door, cool-kid table—I mean, not the really cool kids, but the ones who think they are—
county fairs, and prayer group. Oh, and Sephora. You have to promise me you’ll go, with Three,
and get a makeover. No more fauxhawk. Let that shit grow out. You’ll be so pretty with a dark little
pixie cut and some rose lips. And finally, new wardrobe. No Docs. No ripped jeans. No
black.”“Screw you, Dana.”“No, screw you. Papa D. is only trying to help you out here, and you
have to admit this idea is brilly.”It’s so stupid I can barely stand it, but again, the girl has skills at
getting to the heart of an issue. It might make my transition easier.“Papa D. could be
right.”“Yaaaas! And pictures or it didn’t happen. Besides, maybe Three will try on clothes with
you and you’ll get to see what your dad’s hitting.”“That is the nail, dude.”“Yeah, but who’s in the
coffin?”“So we’re cool?”Dana’s quiet on the other end of the line, then she sighs. “Yeah, bitch,
we’re cool. But I’m serious. If you’re going to do this shit for the cause, you might as well go for
broke. Then we can bust you out of your chains on graduation day. But don’t be thinking you can
avoid my texts. Me with no car and you with your new life, I don’t know how often we’re going to
get real-life visits.”“You’re going to be my lifeline, dude. Don’t forget about me.”“As if.” She laughs.
“Give my regards to Grandma.”“Later, gator.”I hang up and stare at myself in the mirror. Normal
makeup, hair, clothes? No time like the present to start a slow death. There’s genius in Dana’s
plan. Blend in. Keep my enemies close. Maybe I’ll even figure out how to pilot my own life instead
of always being her wingman. I lean in closer and look myself in the eyes. “You’ve got this, girl.”
The fear worms its way in again. I’ve never lived in a small town before and they’re not known for
being kind to girls like me. Maybe Dad’s edict won’t be the worst thing in the world.Four“I’M SO
HAPPY YOU ASKED me to do this with you.” Three keeps giving me shy glances from the
driver’s seat as she heads to a big mall on the outskirts of Atlanta.“Totally,” I say, in my best
Valley girl accent.This silences her.Operation Upset Three is still happening as far as I’m
concerned. I can tamp down my gay for Dad, but it doesn’t mean I have to open my heart to
her.At the big mall off the I-285 perimeter we find the Sephora store. I’m not completely averse to



makeup. Black eyeliner is the bomb, as is that thick manga mascara, but anything else has never
been my thing. So when the effete sales dude hovers over me with foundations and blushes and
eye shadows, it takes all my effort to stay in the chair.“You know,” Three says to the guy, Derek on
his name tag, “I think we’re going for more of a natural look here.”“She’s right,” I say. “Girl next
door and all.”He purses his lips and tilts his head. “Whatever you say, honey.”When he’s finished,
I’m loaded up with a bag full of Urban Decay Naked Palette cosmetics and a bunch of free
samples of perfumes and moisturizers. Then I remember. “Wait. Time for a selfie.” I gather Derek
and Three into the picture with me. Three seems especially pleased by this, and snap. As they
head to the checkout counter, I text it to Dana. “Share this and you die.” But the picture’s not bad.
I look normal, kind of, and my Italian brown eyes look huge.Our next stop is Fringe, a salon
recommended to Three by one of her friends’ younger sisters. Fringe is all pale wood and sleek
chrome. My stylist, Stellina, picks up my mop of bangs-slash-fauxhawk. The shaved parts
underneath have grown to about an inch and a half long. “You going for the tough girl look
again?” She smiles at me in the mirror and my heart does a little flutter kick. But then, just when I
thought she was giving me a vibe, she turns it off.“What do you say we go for a pixie? The
gamine look would definitely work for you. Maybe a little bit of dark gold highlighting on the
tips?”Even though I see the pinup girl tattoo on her right bicep, she’s all business with me. “Yeah.
Fine. Whatever.”She raises an eyebrow at Three. Sort of a Teenagers, you can’t live with them,
you can’t live without them look.When she’s finished, I’m having a seriously hard time
recognizing myself. Even my nose looks smaller. If it weren’t for the fact that I’m still wearing my
Bikini Kill T-shirt and black jeans, I’d think the girl in front of me was cute, but not someone I’d
have a thing in common with. I text Dana again.Fuck. I don’t think I can do this. I include the
latest photo.OMFG. I’d so do you. And yes you can. We’ll be partying in P-Town this time next
year. Be strong.It’s not your ass being dragged to A&F.LOLOL. Pictures or it didn’t happen.Three
pays for my hair and buys us both salon products. “Coffee?” she asks. There’s a Starbucks a few
doors down from the salon.“Why not.”We wait in line and I’m checking out the barista with the
gauges when I get that raised-hair feeling on the back of my neck. I turn and there are two guys
in line behind us, and one of them is smiling at me with this moonstruck expression.“What?” I
say.“Um, nothing.” The boy snaps his stare to his feet. It’s not like guys don’t look at me—they do
—but the timing is eerie.Three starts laughing and I want to stomp her foot. The cashier takes
our order, and I have to admit I’m surprised when she orders an Americano. I figured her for a
caramel frap type. “Same,” I say when the barista looks at me for my order.“Split a scone? Or
wait for lunch?” Three smiles and for the briefest flash, I forget we’re enemies.“Not hungry. Still
have to try on clothes.”Three’s face clouds slightly. “You know, I’m really sorry. I didn’t mean to
mess with your life like this. I just mentioned my mom’s concern to your father and he kind of ran
with it.”And . . . friends over. It’s one thing to be nice after you’ve screwed with someone else—it’s
another to be nice and then try to blame it on their dad.“Whatever. Let’s just get this over
with.”From the Abercrombie & Fitch dressing room I text Dana pics of me in blue and red and
green, even lilac, and not one stitch of black. I even buy a freaking sundress to make my dad



happy. It will probably just hang in my closet being teased by my real clothes, but he can’t
accuse me of trying to skirt the skirts.At the shoes, I draw the line. No glittery sandals or sparkly
heels. I’m going to hang on to that much of myself at least. Three tries to re-ingratiate herself. “I
never wore heels in high school either. It’s a big campus. Here . . .” She holds out a small bag
from the neighboring jewelry store.“What’s this?”“A present. A hope that we can be friends. I
know I’m too young to be a mom to you.”She’s right. I don’t need a mom. Moms leave. They die
or fall in love with someone else. They don’t last. I swallow a gulp of air and blurt an answer. “Too
young to be a wife.” The unspoken for my dad hangs between us.Three’s mouth drops, but then
she shakes it off. “I’ll take that as a compliment. Are you going to open the bag?”There are two
tiny gold hoop earrings and a pendant, in gold, of a little round goddess, her arms upraised to
the moon.“What’s this for?” Then I hear my dad’s voice in my head, admonishing me to be kind.
“Thank you,” I add, even though I don’t really want to accept what feels like a guilt gift.Three
shrugs. “I got it because the moon is the symbol of the feminine. I thought you might like it. That
maybe it’d be kind of like a talisman or something so you don’t forget yourself this year.”I shove
the box back into the bag. She should have thought of that before she blabbed to my dad about
her parents’ concerns. Before she married a man with a queer daughter. But it will all work out for
her, I suppose. In a year, I’ll be gone.“Yeah, sure. It’s nice. But you didn’t need to get it for me.”“I
know.” She picks up some of my bags and heads for the nearest exit. “Time for lunch, right?” Her
voice is hesitant, like she thinks I’ll refuse.“Mexican.”“Your dad’s favorite.” She smiles. How can
she always smile when I’m being an ass? Is she made of plastic?But I can’t help another dig.
“You think we can get a dog? I’ve always wanted a dog.” Three is a freak to the neat but I know
she’s feeling super bad about what she’s done to me. I keep going with it. “Like a big pit mix. Or a
Labrador. Or maybe even one of those bull mastiffs with the dangly jowls that slobber
everywhere.” I make prayer hands. “They’re so cute. Don’t you think they’re cute? Please. I know
you could convince my dad.”Three sucks in a breath.I watch her inner battle over keeping her
lovely new house clean or making amends with her stepdaughter. I’m curious which will
win.“Sure,” she says in a high-pitched squeak. “If you want.”Huh. Didn’t see that coming.“Naw,” I
say. “On second thought, I wouldn’t want the heartbreak of leaving it this summer. Let’s go over
there to Del Rio.” I point at a Tex-Mex place on the edge of the mall parking lot. “I’m craving one
of their top-shelf margaritas.”Her eyes bug out of her head and I know I’m being ruthless, but she
makes it so damn easy.“Kidding, Three. I’m kidding.”This time she only looks irritated and I get
the tiniest jolt of fear. Because right now, I’m pretty sure my dad would choose her side, not mine.
And he’d make me call her Elizabeth.FiveDAD TRIED TO DRIVE ME to school today, but I didn’t
spend all weekend scraping girl band and Human Rights Campaign stickers off my bumper for
nothing. Not driving my car is not an option. What if I need to escape?I look in the mirror. Who’s
the norm in the freaking lilac V-necked tee with blue jeans, a belt, and gold jewelry? Even the
makeup is freaking Mary Sue. Mary Sue Gordon. Sounds like a preacher’s daughter for sure.A
serious shit storm of nerves kicks up inside me as I get stuck in an endless line of parent cars.
Finally I find the student parking lot and an empty spot on the far end. I have to speed walk to the



office.“Um, hello. I’m new. Jo . . . anna Gordon.” Back when Dad married Two, she convinced him
our Italian last name would never get him taken seriously within the evangelical realm and talked
him into a legal name change. At the time, I was hopped up on thinking I was finally getting a
mama to love me and agreed to the new name, too, but I’ve regretted it ever since. Dad hates
the thought of us having different names, but as soon as I turn eighteen it’s back to Guglielmi for
me.The secretary peers up at me over black-rimmed readers. I prepare myself for the body scan
and sneer, but instead I get this pleasant smile. Then I remember—I look fucking
respectable.“Hi, sugar. Hold on a second.” She flips through some papers in front of her, and
pulls out a single sheet. “Your schedule.” Then she glances over to where a group of severely
nerdy-looking kids huddle. “Barnum, your peer is here.”“Peer?” I ask.The secretary smiles up at
me, and it’s like I’m being coated with sugary goodness. “Yes, dear. At RHS, we assign peer
guides to new students. Barnum here is going to be yours.”It’s then I notice the boy standing next
to me. He’s built like a brick wall, has the goofiest smile I’ve ever seen, and has an elephant silk-
screened on his shirt with the slogan “Works for Peanuts.”“Hey there, Jo . . . anna!” He repeats
my name with the same hesitation I used with the secretary. “I’m B.T.B. Your peer.” He keeps
grinning.The secretary pats B.T.B on the arm. “Barnum. You’ll need to look at her schedule,
show her where her classes are, and take her to the assembly.”“Right!” He nods, never losing the
smile. “Give that to me.” A massive hand extends for the paper I’m holding.The secretary winks
in my direction and I get the feeling that B.T.B. might not be in my honors classes. I hand him my
schedule. He scans it. “Okay, Jo . . . anna. Follow me.”He marches, and I do mean marches, out
of the office, takes a military precision turn to the right, and continues on. I almost feel like I
should snap my knees along with him. The interesting thing, though, is that rather than the
mocking I’d expect from the kids at my Atlanta high school, everybody we pass in the hall gives
him high fives and shouts, “’Sup, B.T.B?”Every time his answer is “Peer duty. She’s Jo . . . anna.”
Finally, after about the sixth such introduction, I catch up to him. “Joanna’s fine. You don’t need
the pause.”DedicationTo my parents, Lynn and Robbie,for raising a challenging girl and loving
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EILEEN” IS A terrible song at any wedding. But when the wedding is being held at the Ritz-
Carlton in Atlanta—the bride’s overpriced choice—one might expect better tunes, even if they
are being spun for my dad’s evangelical masses. When the song ends and the DJ segues into a
line dance, I realize there’s no hope. The whole room gets up, because, you know, line dance,
wedding, white people. My dad, Reverend Anthony Gordon, handsome in his tuxedo, and the
newly minted Elizabeth Gordon, aka Three, lead the dancers in a right, left, front, back shuffle
that even the good Baptists of Rome, Georgia, must feel isn’t too much of a sin, because they’re
all out there electric and sliding.“Don’t feel like dancing, dear?” An elderly woman pauses as she
passes my hiding spot, a crevice tucked between a wall drape and a hotel tree well acquainted
with future divorces in the making. I’m working up a suitable answer when my best friend, Dana,
slides in and cuts off the woman’s direct route to the preacher’s daughter, aka me.“It’s electric.
Boogie, woogie, woogie.” Dana brings an invisible microphone to her mouth and runs her other
hand up through her spiky hair, totally ignoring the fact that the woman’s still standing there,
waiting for a response.Eventually she harrumphs and toddles off, muttering about lack of
manners and what happened to God-fearing decency.“Really?” Dana looks over her shoulder,
then plops down behind my potted plant shield. “I can’t believe your dad’s making you move your
senior year. Total douche play. You’re going to be in the sticks, girl.” She points as the woman is
swallowed into the crowd. “With winners like that.”Not the word I would have used, but I get her
point. Rome, Georgia, is definitely where queer girls go to die. In real time, it’s only a couple of
hours north, but in theoretical time, it’s like twenty years south. I know I could raise a conniption
over it, but as much as I do not want to leave Dana and Atlanta, and as much as I have serious
concerns about this marriage, I’ve never seen my dad this happy. And my agreeing to move and
be a part of his new life, he claims, is a big part of his happiness pie chart. So what’s a loving
daughter to do but put on her Walmart panties and move to the boondocks? Besides, it’s not like
he’d let me stay anyway.“You never gave me your approval. Wedding appropriate? Hot?” Dana
stands up again and twirls in front of me. She’s in a pinstriped, skinny-pants and blazer combo
with some black shiny wingtip shoes I’m sure she found at the Value Village. She does look hot,
inappropriate crush on your best friend hot, but I would never tell her that in a million years.
Dana’s ego is massive enough without compliments from me.“Blondie seems to think so.” I nod
toward the late twentyish, early thirtyish bi-curious cougar Dana had been flirting with before she
deigned to check in on me.Dana sits back down and slumps in the chair, then crosses her leg
across her knee, a rakish grin settling on her lips. “Yeah, her.” She digs a flask from her pocket
and swigs before passing it to me, never taking her eyes off the woman, who blushes red to her
scalp line under Dana’s scrutiny.I hold up my hand and wave it away.“Aw, come on, liquid
courage.”“I told you. Dry wedding.” I slump farther into my sulk. “Dad asked for best behavior.”“I
dressed up for you and your dad. There’s no way I’m staying sober.” Dana’s eyes hone in on my
new stepmom’s thirty-two-year-old ass. She elbows me. “Three’s a total MILF.”Three is a very
attractive female, but she’s also my dad’s and that is gross enough on its own. I shove Dana’s
drinking arm. “Put your pecker back in your pants, party girl. That’s my new mama. And can you



be a tad more discreet with the flask? Three’s mother keeps giving us the stink eye.”Dana leans
back and smiles across the room at my new grandmother. I can’t believe Dad went and got
married again. I can’t believe he’s moving us to north Georgia. And I can’t believe the ugliness of
this stupid blue dress I’m swaddled in.But Dad’s smile is so hopeful as he swings Three around
the dance floor and his eyes so soaked with love that I pray, because that’s what he and I do,
that this one sticks. Not like Two, who bitched about the lack of money and then, when it finally
started rolling in, was already screwing a radiologist. Or One, aka Mom, who lost her battle with
breast cancer when I was barely two. Dad’s worked so hard to be a family for me even when
things didn’t work out quite right. He really does deserve happiness and I’m just going to have to
suck it up and be a good daughter, even though I hate everything about this new
development.Dana slings back farther. “Seriously, though, Jo. Your new stepmom is the—” She
has the good sense to cut off her conversation when the woman she’d been flirting with
approaches our tree-hidden chairs.“So.” The blonde, eyes narrowed at Dana, slides into a seat.
“You never did tell me your name.”Dana thrusts out her hand. “Dana Parducci. Troublemaker,
miscreant, jailbait.”The woman grins and I sense trouble. Dad has been pretty cool about my
sexuality, what with him being a preacher and all, but I’m also cool, too. I don’t flaunt it around the
flock. Not that I’m hiding, but I have my own secret mission—get my father to agree to a youth
program where I can talk about all the issues—and for now, being chill when necessary is part of
the plan. Dana, however, has no such inhibitions, and she’s got her freak flag lit in neon rainbow
lights.“Dana . . .” I hiss at her, but blondie cuts me off with an arm across my chest as she
reaches for Dana’s flask.“You going to share?” She looks around. “I can’t fucking believe they
had a dry reception.”Dana leans forward and winks. “Right? Here you go.”The woman takes it
and with a furtive head twist sips, then hands the flask back, letting her hands linger on Dana’s
for a few seconds before turning to me. “You’re Elizabeth’s new stepdaughter?” The woman
smiles. “Joanna, right?”“Sure,” I say, though all my friends call me Jo, but tonight, in this
confection of baby blue picked out by Three, I don’t feel like explaining. Joanna seems to fit my
new role as small town stepdaughter.“Well, I know Elizabeth is glad y’all are moving up to Rome
instead of her moving here. She’s never been much of a city girl. She hated having to work down
here for her training weeks. Well, except for meeting your dad, of course.”“And you are?” I
ask.“Sorry. I’m Jennifer. I went to high school with Elizabeth, but I live in Dallas now.”“Texas,
huh?” Dana scoots her leg forward so her heel parallels Cougar Jen’s heel, and I’m stuck
awkwardly between them.“Where we like things bold and brash.” Cougar Jen pulls her lower lip
into her mouth by the tips of her teeth, a classic come-hither look if there ever was one. I don’t
know how Dana does it. In her mind, every woman on the planet is fair game and most of them
tend to agree with her.I quickly lost interest in an endless string of nothing hookups, and older
women, even when attractive, aren’t my thing. I have definite fantasies of finding the one, but I
doubt that’s going to happen now that I’m moving to the land of “Who’s your boyfriend?” Plus,
Dana’s always by my side, sort of a combination queer crusader and safety net. She’s like my
girlfriend, just not in the girlfriend-that-I-kiss or have-my-heart-broken-by kind of way. It’s the



perfect symbiotic relationship—I’m her wing girl and she’s my fauxmance.“We should bounce.”
Dana looks around the room, then looks at me, her eyes a hopeful question mark.“Dude, it’s my
dad’s wedding.” I yank out a handful of blue froth from where it’s gotten tangled around my
leg.“There’s a warehouse party in East Atlanta tonight.” Dana bats her eyelashes at me. “DJ
Gabby F. is spinning. You know you want out of that dress.”Cougar Jen pouts. “Y’all can’t leave.
We’ve only started to get to know each other.”Pretty sure she means Dana can’t leave, but
whatever.“You could come with us.” Dana’s voice is weighted with innuendo as she leans across
me to flirt with Cougar Jen.Great. I slump back behind my tree. I wonder how long this hookup
will take.“Sounds more fun than here.” Cougar Jen is actually growling.“Come on, Jo.” Dana
pouts and puts her forefingers together at her lips. “Let’s make like a tree.” She pats my bark-
covered shield for good measure. “And leaf.”“No way, dude. If I’m not here for birdseed flinging
and the big bon voyage, I’m screwed. You go. You’ve got a card to my room. Just don’t wake up
half the hotel when you get back.”Cougar Jen giggles. For real, a grown-ass woman giggling.
“You want to hit the minibar in my room, first?”“You know it, sweetheart.” Dana stands and holds
out a debonair hand for Three’s friend.I think I may hurl. But I don’t get a chance, because before
nausea can even set in, they’re out the door. I glance around to see if anyone noticed, but all
eyes seem to be on the dance floor.This sucks.I plant my chin in my hands and contemplate
moving to Rome, Italy, instead of Rome, Georgia.“Where did Jennifer go?”I look up and Three is
standing in front of me, sans Dad, who’s been pulled into the middle of a throng of followers. Her
eyes keep darting toward the door. Maybe someone did notice after all. I shrug. “Don’t know. She
went that way.”“And your friend?” Three’s looking down the hallway with confusion in her eyes. Or
is it judgment? I know Dad told her about me. He told me about their conversation. How at first
Three was surprised, but then told him it was fine and didn’t affect how she felt about him. He
seemed convinced it was no big deal, and I believed him. It’s not like I’ve been part of their
whirlwind courtship, since most of it took place on Three’s terms and without my involvement.
But her telling him my being gay didn’t affect how she felt about him doesn’t really address how
she feels about me. Or this situation. There’s one sure way to test it.“Thinking she went that way,
too.”“Oh.” Confusion gives way to horror, then a second “Oh!”It’s one thing to understand
something in a somebody-else’s-life sort of way, but the reality of the this-is-my-life-now situation
seems to be hitting Three hard based on her sprung-wide eyes and slack mouth.“It’s no big
deal,” I say as Three glances in the general direction of her family table, one I’ve assiduously
avoided for fear of Southern judgment and small town mind contamination.“Right, of course
you’re right, it’s just Jennifer, and . . .”My dad steps in to save the day. “Sweetheart, they want us
to cut the cake.”Three is totally flustered. It shouldn’t fill me with such unmitigated glee, but it
does. Go Dana. Go Cougar Jen. And, what the hell, go cake.I follow the newlyweds to the round
table at the side of the room. She’s not a bad person. But she did insist my dad move out of
Atlanta. Which in turn means me having to move away for my senior year. Which, if I really think
about it, is a pretty shitty thing for her to do. The look on Three’s face when she connected the
dots between Dana and Cougar Jen pops back into my mind and I laugh, even though I



shouldn’t. Making my new stepmom’s life hell might just be the perfect hobby to keep me
entertained when Dad moves me to lower Mongolia.One“COME ON EILEEN” IS A terrible song
at any wedding. But when the wedding is being held at the Ritz-Carlton in Atlanta—the bride’s
overpriced choice—one might expect better tunes, even if they are being spun for my dad’s
evangelical masses. When the song ends and the DJ segues into a line dance, I realize there’s
no hope. The whole room gets up, because, you know, line dance, wedding, white people. My
dad, Reverend Anthony Gordon, handsome in his tuxedo, and the newly minted Elizabeth
Gordon, aka Three, lead the dancers in a right, left, front, back shuffle that even the good
Baptists of Rome, Georgia, must feel isn’t too much of a sin, because they’re all out there electric
and sliding.“Don’t feel like dancing, dear?” An elderly woman pauses as she passes my hiding
spot, a crevice tucked between a wall drape and a hotel tree well acquainted with future divorces
in the making. I’m working up a suitable answer when my best friend, Dana, slides in and cuts off
the woman’s direct route to the preacher’s daughter, aka me.“It’s electric. Boogie, woogie,
woogie.” Dana brings an invisible microphone to her mouth and runs her other hand up through
her spiky hair, totally ignoring the fact that the woman’s still standing there, waiting for a
response.Eventually she harrumphs and toddles off, muttering about lack of manners and what
happened to God-fearing decency.“Really?” Dana looks over her shoulder, then plops down
behind my potted plant shield. “I can’t believe your dad’s making you move your senior year.
Total douche play. You’re going to be in the sticks, girl.” She points as the woman is swallowed
into the crowd. “With winners like that.”Not the word I would have used, but I get her point. Rome,
Georgia, is definitely where queer girls go to die. In real time, it’s only a couple of hours north,
but in theoretical time, it’s like twenty years south. I know I could raise a conniption over it, but as
much as I do not want to leave Dana and Atlanta, and as much as I have serious concerns about
this marriage, I’ve never seen my dad this happy. And my agreeing to move and be a part of his
new life, he claims, is a big part of his happiness pie chart. So what’s a loving daughter to do but
put on her Walmart panties and move to the boondocks? Besides, it’s not like he’d let me stay
anyway.“You never gave me your approval. Wedding appropriate? Hot?” Dana stands up again
and twirls in front of me. She’s in a pinstriped, skinny-pants and blazer combo with some black
shiny wingtip shoes I’m sure she found at the Value Village. She does look hot, inappropriate
crush on your best friend hot, but I would never tell her that in a million years. Dana’s ego is
massive enough without compliments from me.“Blondie seems to think so.” I nod toward the late
twentyish, early thirtyish bi-curious cougar Dana had been flirting with before she deigned to
check in on me.Dana sits back down and slumps in the chair, then crosses her leg across her
knee, a rakish grin settling on her lips. “Yeah, her.” She digs a flask from her pocket and swigs
before passing it to me, never taking her eyes off the woman, who blushes red to her scalp line
under Dana’s scrutiny.I hold up my hand and wave it away.“Aw, come on, liquid courage.”“I told
you. Dry wedding.” I slump farther into my sulk. “Dad asked for best behavior.”“I dressed up for
you and your dad. There’s no way I’m staying sober.” Dana’s eyes hone in on my new stepmom’s
thirty-two-year-old ass. She elbows me. “Three’s a total MILF.”Three is a very attractive female,



but she’s also my dad’s and that is gross enough on its own. I shove Dana’s drinking arm. “Put
your pecker back in your pants, party girl. That’s my new mama. And can you be a tad more
discreet with the flask? Three’s mother keeps giving us the stink eye.”Dana leans back and
smiles across the room at my new grandmother. I can’t believe Dad went and got married again.
I can’t believe he’s moving us to north Georgia. And I can’t believe the ugliness of this stupid
blue dress I’m swaddled in.But Dad’s smile is so hopeful as he swings Three around the dance
floor and his eyes so soaked with love that I pray, because that’s what he and I do, that this one
sticks. Not like Two, who bitched about the lack of money and then, when it finally started rolling
in, was already screwing a radiologist. Or One, aka Mom, who lost her battle with breast cancer
when I was barely two. Dad’s worked so hard to be a family for me even when things didn’t work
out quite right. He really does deserve happiness and I’m just going to have to suck it up and be
a good daughter, even though I hate everything about this new development.Dana slings back
farther. “Seriously, though, Jo. Your new stepmom is the—” She has the good sense to cut off her
conversation when the woman she’d been flirting with approaches our tree-hidden chairs.“So.”
The blonde, eyes narrowed at Dana, slides into a seat. “You never did tell me your name.”Dana
thrusts out her hand. “Dana Parducci. Troublemaker, miscreant, jailbait.”The woman grins and I
sense trouble. Dad has been pretty cool about my sexuality, what with him being a preacher and
all, but I’m also cool, too. I don’t flaunt it around the flock. Not that I’m hiding, but I have my own
secret mission—get my father to agree to a youth program where I can talk about all the issues—
and for now, being chill when necessary is part of the plan. Dana, however, has no such
inhibitions, and she’s got her freak flag lit in neon rainbow lights.“Dana . . .” I hiss at her, but
blondie cuts me off with an arm across my chest as she reaches for Dana’s flask.“You going to
share?” She looks around. “I can’t fucking believe they had a dry reception.”Dana leans forward
and winks. “Right? Here you go.”The woman takes it and with a furtive head twist sips, then
hands the flask back, letting her hands linger on Dana’s for a few seconds before turning to me.
“You’re Elizabeth’s new stepdaughter?” The woman smiles. “Joanna, right?”“Sure,” I say, though
all my friends call me Jo, but tonight, in this confection of baby blue picked out by Three, I don’t
feel like explaining. Joanna seems to fit my new role as small town stepdaughter.“Well, I know
Elizabeth is glad y’all are moving up to Rome instead of her moving here. She’s never been
much of a city girl. She hated having to work down here for her training weeks. Well, except for
meeting your dad, of course.”“And you are?” I ask.“Sorry. I’m Jennifer. I went to high school with
Elizabeth, but I live in Dallas now.”“Texas, huh?” Dana scoots her leg forward so her heel
parallels Cougar Jen’s heel, and I’m stuck awkwardly between them.“Where we like things bold
and brash.” Cougar Jen pulls her lower lip into her mouth by the tips of her teeth, a classic come-
hither look if there ever was one. I don’t know how Dana does it. In her mind, every woman on
the planet is fair game and most of them tend to agree with her.I quickly lost interest in an
endless string of nothing hookups, and older women, even when attractive, aren’t my thing. I
have definite fantasies of finding the one, but I doubt that’s going to happen now that I’m moving
to the land of “Who’s your boyfriend?” Plus, Dana’s always by my side, sort of a combination



queer crusader and safety net. She’s like my girlfriend, just not in the girlfriend-that-I-kiss or have-
my-heart-broken-by kind of way. It’s the perfect symbiotic relationship—I’m her wing girl and
she’s my fauxmance.“We should bounce.” Dana looks around the room, then looks at me, her
eyes a hopeful question mark.“Dude, it’s my dad’s wedding.” I yank out a handful of blue froth
from where it’s gotten tangled around my leg.“There’s a warehouse party in East Atlanta tonight.”
Dana bats her eyelashes at me. “DJ Gabby F. is spinning. You know you want out of that
dress.”Cougar Jen pouts. “Y’all can’t leave. We’ve only started to get to know each other.”Pretty
sure she means Dana can’t leave, but whatever.“You could come with us.” Dana’s voice is
weighted with innuendo as she leans across me to flirt with Cougar Jen.Great. I slump back
behind my tree. I wonder how long this hookup will take.“Sounds more fun than here.” Cougar
Jen is actually growling.“Come on, Jo.” Dana pouts and puts her forefingers together at her lips.
“Let’s make like a tree.” She pats my bark-covered shield for good measure. “And leaf.”“No way,
dude. If I’m not here for birdseed flinging and the big bon voyage, I’m screwed. You go. You’ve got
a card to my room. Just don’t wake up half the hotel when you get back.”Cougar Jen giggles. For
real, a grown-ass woman giggling. “You want to hit the minibar in my room, first?”“You know it,
sweetheart.” Dana stands and holds out a debonair hand for Three’s friend.I think I may hurl. But
I don’t get a chance, because before nausea can even set in, they’re out the door. I glance
around to see if anyone noticed, but all eyes seem to be on the dance floor.This sucks.I plant my
chin in my hands and contemplate moving to Rome, Italy, instead of Rome, Georgia.“Where did
Jennifer go?”I look up and Three is standing in front of me, sans Dad, who’s been pulled into the
middle of a throng of followers. Her eyes keep darting toward the door. Maybe someone did
notice after all. I shrug. “Don’t know. She went that way.”“And your friend?” Three’s looking down
the hallway with confusion in her eyes. Or is it judgment? I know Dad told her about me. He told
me about their conversation. How at first Three was surprised, but then told him it was fine and
didn’t affect how she felt about him. He seemed convinced it was no big deal, and I believed him.
It’s not like I’ve been part of their whirlwind courtship, since most of it took place on Three’s
terms and without my involvement. But her telling him my being gay didn’t affect how she felt
about him doesn’t really address how she feels about me. Or this situation. There’s one sure way
to test it.“Thinking she went that way, too.”“Oh.” Confusion gives way to horror, then a second
“Oh!”It’s one thing to understand something in a somebody-else’s-life sort of way, but the reality
of the this-is-my-life-now situation seems to be hitting Three hard based on her sprung-wide
eyes and slack mouth.“It’s no big deal,” I say as Three glances in the general direction of her
family table, one I’ve assiduously avoided for fear of Southern judgment and small town mind
contamination.“Right, of course you’re right, it’s just Jennifer, and . . .”My dad steps in to save the
day. “Sweetheart, they want us to cut the cake.”Three is totally flustered. It shouldn’t fill me with
such unmitigated glee, but it does. Go Dana. Go Cougar Jen. And, what the hell, go cake.I follow
the newlyweds to the round table at the side of the room. She’s not a bad person. But she did
insist my dad move out of Atlanta. Which in turn means me having to move away for my senior
year. Which, if I really think about it, is a pretty shitty thing for her to do. The look on Three’s face



when she connected the dots between Dana and Cougar Jen pops back into my mind and I
laugh, even though I shouldn’t. Making my new stepmom’s life hell might just be the perfect
hobby to keep me entertained when Dad moves me to lower Mongolia.Two“CAN’T BELIEVE
THIS IS IT.” Dana’s standing on the steps of the Morningside house where I’ve lived with my dad
for the past four years. We’d moved here after Two took the Buckhead house right out from
under us in the divorce. Moving men are carrying boxes and the few pieces of furniture Three
deemed acceptable down the steps to the van parked out front.I was psyched when Dad finally
agreed I could stay with Dana for the duration of his and Three’s honeymoon. He’d been insisting
I go to Rome to stay with my new grandparents, but he changed his mind at the last minute.
Which was one hundred percent fine by me. Even having to listen to Dana talk, ad nauseam,
about her Cougar Jen hookup was worth avoiding two weeks of awkward.“Me neither. It sucks.”
The reality of my situation burrows under my skin like a well-inked tattoo. But unlike a tattoo, this
isn’t permanent. One year. I can do anything for a year.I watch the movers load up the last of our
boxes and then I turn to Dana. “Peace, dude.”“Peace to you, dude.”I throw my arms around her
and squeeze, freaked that when I let go my whole life is going to blow away. “Don’t forget about
me up there.”“As if.” She clubs me on the shoulder. “Let me know how the chicks are. Maybe I’ll
come up and unleash the Dana on them.”I roll my eyes. “Whatever, but you and me, we’re
celebrating my freedom after graduation.”“Gonna be off the hook.”At least I’ve got our long-
planned after-grad road trip to look forward to—my dad has to give his permission now that he’s
making me move away. Dana waves and jogs to where her mom is waiting. I drag my feet on the
way to my car. One of Dad’s radio techs, Jamal, is finishing up with the movers and handing the
keys over to the real estate agent. My Atlanta house has locked me out. It’s time to roll. When I
press the ignition button, AC/DC’s “Highway to Hell” blasts from the radio. I look to the sky.
“Really, Goddess?”I haven’t been in the new house for more than thirty minutes and my brain is
already blown. “You want me to do what?!”My father, the preacher, the man with the big heart
and the big voice, dragged me into the landscaped backyard and laid out the most unbelievable
mess of bullshit I’ve ever heard.He sighs and repeats himself, this time more succinctly and
straight to his ridiculous point. “I want you to lie low. Don’t be so boldly out of the closet up here.”I
can’t even process this nugget. My father, the one who’s said he supports me one hundred
percent, is taking some percentage of that back. He knows I have a handle on the right time and
the wrong time to wave my sexuality. This isn’t something he should ask. It’s completely freaking
wrong. “I can’t believe this.” I cross my arms and uncross them and cross them again.“Joanna,
please. I need you to help me out.” He stands, arms slack, in front of me, then repeats one word.
“Please.”My father’s guilt talks have a way of plunging to the core of my being. And that love-
soaked please was exponential. He’s serious. It takes another minute. A slow, second-dropping
minute, but what he’s saying sinks in. My mouth drops open in fractions before I gurgle out the
words. “You for real are asking me to pass? To completely hide my gay?”He rubs his chin, shifts
his jaw, and avoids my eyes.“It’s not like that.” My dad takes my hand and pulls me to the stone
wall, where we can perch. “Look.” He opens his hands and I hear his sermon voice. “I’m asking



you to take it easy for a year. Concentrate on school. Not be quite so in-your-face. It will make
things easier for us.”My ears do not believe what they’re hearing. My father is asking me to lie, to
hide who I am, and to be someone I’m not, to appease Three’s family.“I don’t even have words.” I
stand up and pace across the patio.“Joanna Gina.” He only uses my full name when he’s serious.
“Elizabeth’s mother was apoplectic about seeing Dana and one of the wedding guests fooling
around in the hall outside her room. It was everything Elizabeth could do to talk her mother off
the ledge, to convince her she hadn’t married into the den of Satan.”“Like that’s not dramatic,” I
mutter.“Jo.” My dad only uses my nickname when he really wants something. “Stop pacing and
look at me.”I do. This time his eyes meet me full on and what I see scares me. It’s a swirl of pain
and hope and love and fear. It’s him projecting how much this means to him. And it guts me. My
dad is literally all I have. My real mom I don’t even remember. My grandparents died one by one
before I turned twelve, and both my parents were only children. Yeah, there are some scattered
third cousins up north, but that’s it. I’d do anything for my father.“Dad.” The word comes out a
whisper. “I can’t. You can’t ask me to do this.”He sighs and buries his face for a second, then
looks up again. “You’re right. I’m sorry. But I’m still asking.”“Ask? Right. More like telling.”“Jo, stop.
Ten months. I’m asking for ten months of compromise. Besides, Rome is not like Atlanta. It won’t
be as easy here as it’s been for you in the past. When have I ever stood in your way when
something was important?”“Um, you’ve stood in the way of my summer trip.” I cross my arms.
“You’ve stood in the way of my doing a radio show for the ministry.” Over the privacy fence I hear
kids splashing in a neighboring pool. They sound like they’re having way more fun than me.He
sighs. “Fair enough. If you are big enough to do this for me, then I can be big enough to let you
travel with a friend. You have my permission for your summer trip with Dana.”“Really?”“Yes. I
imagine I would have relented closer to graduation, but your point is solid, so yes, I’ll say it now.
You can go.” He grabs my arm and pulls me back to sitting by his side. “I know this is going to be
hard, Jo. And I wouldn’t ask unless I thought I needed to. I want you to be safe and I want us to
make a good life with Elizabeth and the Foleys. You can keep busy with school. You can even do
some work at the station with me. You have talked about that for a while.”Not just a while. But
since I came out. The whole being-gay-and-a-preacher’s-daughter thing comes with some weird
mixed messaging—Jesus Loves You. Well, maybe not you. It’s been a constant internal struggle,
having grown up in a religious household, desperately wanting to believe in the great goodness
all around me, yet hearing so much hate even when my dad did his best to shield me. About a
year ago, I decided starting my own ministry within his could be an amazing way to help other
queer and faith-filled youth. Maybe now, with what he’s asking of me, I’ll get him to listen.“You
mean work like my radio show?”My dad straightens. His ministry, Wings of Love, is not a brick
and mortar church. It’s a radio station with Christian evangelical programming. He tapes his
sermons and they go on throughout the day on Sundays and Wednesdays. In between he runs
syndicated programs with topics of interest for his listeners. I want my own show, about youth
topics and how Jesus was not the kind of dude to preach any type of hate. He was a total out-of-
the-box guy and I’ve always loved him. But some of his followers are fucking nuts. And they



might stop sending Dad donations if I go on the air.“Joanna—”I cut him off. “No. You moved me
my senior year. You swear how cool you are with my choices, and now it’s like you’re saying that
was all a lie. The trip offer is awesome, but like you said, you would have agreed eventually, and
I’ve saved my own money for it. What would really make me okay with this is the radio show.” I
know I’m pushing here. But maybe this show would be the thing that could make living in this
town bearable. If my new grandparents figure out I’m intelligent and thoughtful, if the local
listeners get some insight into how to be better Christians, Dad might not freak out about us
having to be on our best behavior. And I won’t have to adhere to this ridiculous new rule. I could
help make the world, and my new town, a safer place for kids like me.Now Dad’s the one pacing.
Five steps toward the yard, five back to me. He does this twice. Twenty steps to decision.A kid
yells, “Cannonball!” and there’s the sound of a huge splash from somewhere over the fence.Dad
stops walking. “Okay.”“Okay?” I’m sort of shocked.“But.”Nothing good ever comes after that
word.“Any agenda you have needs to be approached cautiously. I want us to work on the
planning together.”I deflate onto the stone wall, then shake my head and roll my eyes. Yeah, it’s
what I wanted, but if it’s too watered-down it might as well be pointless. Although, maybe a foot
in the door is better than being locked out. Once I’m in, proving my salt, gaining my own
following, then I can pull out the big guns . . . and, blam—queer girl sucker punch. I can do
anything for a year if there’s a rainbow at the end of it. If they love my dad, they’ll love me. And
maybe once they love me, I can make some real change and talk about being young, queer, and
faithful. It might make this worth it.“Okay.”This time he’s the one who’s shocked. “Okay?” He lets
out a huge breath of air and plops back next to me, pulling me into a side hug. “This means a lot
to me, kid. I wouldn’t have asked otherwise. You know I’m proud of you.”I nudge him in the ribs
with my elbow. “I love you, Dad. I want you to be happy.” But I don’t tell him I know he’s proud.
Because for the first time since I told him my truth, he’s acting like it may be a
problem.Two“CAN’T BELIEVE THIS IS IT.” Dana’s standing on the steps of the Morningside
house where I’ve lived with my dad for the past four years. We’d moved here after Two took the
Buckhead house right out from under us in the divorce. Moving men are carrying boxes and the
few pieces of furniture Three deemed acceptable down the steps to the van parked out front.I
was psyched when Dad finally agreed I could stay with Dana for the duration of his and Three’s
honeymoon. He’d been insisting I go to Rome to stay with my new grandparents, but he changed
his mind at the last minute. Which was one hundred percent fine by me. Even having to listen to
Dana talk, ad nauseam, about her Cougar Jen hookup was worth avoiding two weeks of
awkward.“Me neither. It sucks.” The reality of my situation burrows under my skin like a well-
inked tattoo. But unlike a tattoo, this isn’t permanent. One year. I can do anything for a year.I
watch the movers load up the last of our boxes and then I turn to Dana. “Peace, dude.”“Peace to
you, dude.”I throw my arms around her and squeeze, freaked that when I let go my whole life is
going to blow away. “Don’t forget about me up there.”“As if.” She clubs me on the shoulder. “Let
me know how the chicks are. Maybe I’ll come up and unleash the Dana on them.”I roll my eyes.
“Whatever, but you and me, we’re celebrating my freedom after graduation.”“Gonna be off the



hook.”At least I’ve got our long-planned after-grad road trip to look forward to—my dad has to
give his permission now that he’s making me move away. Dana waves and jogs to where her
mom is waiting. I drag my feet on the way to my car. One of Dad’s radio techs, Jamal, is finishing
up with the movers and handing the keys over to the real estate agent. My Atlanta house has
locked me out. It’s time to roll. When I press the ignition button, AC/DC’s “Highway to Hell” blasts
from the radio. I look to the sky. “Really, Goddess?”I haven’t been in the new house for more than
thirty minutes and my brain is already blown. “You want me to do what?!”My father, the preacher,
the man with the big heart and the big voice, dragged me into the landscaped backyard and laid
out the most unbelievable mess of bullshit I’ve ever heard.He sighs and repeats himself, this
time more succinctly and straight to his ridiculous point. “I want you to lie low. Don’t be so boldly
out of the closet up here.”I can’t even process this nugget. My father, the one who’s said he
supports me one hundred percent, is taking some percentage of that back. He knows I have a
handle on the right time and the wrong time to wave my sexuality. This isn’t something he should
ask. It’s completely freaking wrong. “I can’t believe this.” I cross my arms and uncross them and
cross them again.“Joanna, please. I need you to help me out.” He stands, arms slack, in front of
me, then repeats one word. “Please.”My father’s guilt talks have a way of plunging to the core of
my being. And that love-soaked please was exponential. He’s serious. It takes another minute. A
slow, second-dropping minute, but what he’s saying sinks in. My mouth drops open in fractions
before I gurgle out the words. “You for real are asking me to pass? To completely hide my
gay?”He rubs his chin, shifts his jaw, and avoids my eyes.“It’s not like that.” My dad takes my
hand and pulls me to the stone wall, where we can perch. “Look.” He opens his hands and I hear
his sermon voice. “I’m asking you to take it easy for a year. Concentrate on school. Not be quite
so in-your-face. It will make things easier for us.”My ears do not believe what they’re hearing. My
father is asking me to lie, to hide who I am, and to be someone I’m not, to appease Three’s
family.“I don’t even have words.” I stand up and pace across the patio.“Joanna Gina.” He only
uses my full name when he’s serious. “Elizabeth’s mother was apoplectic about seeing Dana
and one of the wedding guests fooling around in the hall outside her room. It was everything
Elizabeth could do to talk her mother off the ledge, to convince her she hadn’t married into the
den of Satan.”“Like that’s not dramatic,” I mutter.“Jo.” My dad only uses my nickname when he
really wants something. “Stop pacing and look at me.”I do. This time his eyes meet me full on and
what I see scares me. It’s a swirl of pain and hope and love and fear. It’s him projecting how
much this means to him. And it guts me. My dad is literally all I have. My real mom I don’t even
remember. My grandparents died one by one before I turned twelve, and both my parents were
only children. Yeah, there are some scattered third cousins up north, but that’s it. I’d do anything
for my father.“Dad.” The word comes out a whisper. “I can’t. You can’t ask me to do this.”He sighs
and buries his face for a second, then looks up again. “You’re right. I’m sorry. But I’m still
asking.”“Ask? Right. More like telling.”“Jo, stop. Ten months. I’m asking for ten months of
compromise. Besides, Rome is not like Atlanta. It won’t be as easy here as it’s been for you in
the past. When have I ever stood in your way when something was important?”“Um, you’ve



stood in the way of my summer trip.” I cross my arms. “You’ve stood in the way of my doing a
radio show for the ministry.” Over the privacy fence I hear kids splashing in a neighboring pool.
They sound like they’re having way more fun than me.He sighs. “Fair enough. If you are big
enough to do this for me, then I can be big enough to let you travel with a friend. You have my
permission for your summer trip with Dana.”“Really?”“Yes. I imagine I would have relented closer
to graduation, but your point is solid, so yes, I’ll say it now. You can go.” He grabs my arm and
pulls me back to sitting by his side. “I know this is going to be hard, Jo. And I wouldn’t ask unless
I thought I needed to. I want you to be safe and I want us to make a good life with Elizabeth and
the Foleys. You can keep busy with school. You can even do some work at the station with me.
You have talked about that for a while.”Not just a while. But since I came out. The whole being-
gay-and-a-preacher’s-daughter thing comes with some weird mixed messaging—Jesus Loves
You. Well, maybe not you. It’s been a constant internal struggle, having grown up in a religious
household, desperately wanting to believe in the great goodness all around me, yet hearing so
much hate even when my dad did his best to shield me. About a year ago, I decided starting my
own ministry within his could be an amazing way to help other queer and faith-filled youth.
Maybe now, with what he’s asking of me, I’ll get him to listen.“You mean work like my radio
show?”My dad straightens. His ministry, Wings of Love, is not a brick and mortar church. It’s a
radio station with Christian evangelical programming. He tapes his sermons and they go on
throughout the day on Sundays and Wednesdays. In between he runs syndicated programs with
topics of interest for his listeners. I want my own show, about youth topics and how Jesus was
not the kind of dude to preach any type of hate. He was a total out-of-the-box guy and I’ve
always loved him. But some of his followers are fucking nuts. And they might stop sending Dad
donations if I go on the air.“Joanna—”I cut him off. “No. You moved me my senior year. You swear
how cool you are with my choices, and now it’s like you’re saying that was all a lie. The trip offer
is awesome, but like you said, you would have agreed eventually, and I’ve saved my own money
for it. What would really make me okay with this is the radio show.” I know I’m pushing here. But
maybe this show would be the thing that could make living in this town bearable. If my new
grandparents figure out I’m intelligent and thoughtful, if the local listeners get some insight into
how to be better Christians, Dad might not freak out about us having to be on our best behavior.
And I won’t have to adhere to this ridiculous new rule. I could help make the world, and my new
town, a safer place for kids like me.Now Dad’s the one pacing. Five steps toward the yard, five
back to me. He does this twice. Twenty steps to decision.A kid yells, “Cannonball!” and there’s
the sound of a huge splash from somewhere over the fence.Dad stops walking. “Okay.”“Okay?”
I’m sort of shocked.“But.”Nothing good ever comes after that word.“Any agenda you have needs
to be approached cautiously. I want us to work on the planning together.”I deflate onto the stone
wall, then shake my head and roll my eyes. Yeah, it’s what I wanted, but if it’s too watered-down it
might as well be pointless. Although, maybe a foot in the door is better than being locked out.
Once I’m in, proving my salt, gaining my own following, then I can pull out the big guns . . . and,
blam—queer girl sucker punch. I can do anything for a year if there’s a rainbow at the end of it. If



they love my dad, they’ll love me. And maybe once they love me, I can make some real change
and talk about being young, queer, and faithful. It might make this worth it.“Okay.”This time he’s
the one who’s shocked. “Okay?” He lets out a huge breath of air and plops back next to me,
pulling me into a side hug. “This means a lot to me, kid. I wouldn’t have asked otherwise. You
know I’m proud of you.”I nudge him in the ribs with my elbow. “I love you, Dad. I want you to be
happy.” But I don’t tell him I know he’s proud. Because for the first time since I told him my truth,
he’s acting like it may be a problem.ThreeDANA’S STRAIGHT UP GUFFAWING ON the other
end of the phone. “Are you serious? That old lady that stuck her head out of the room when I had
my hand up Cougar Jen’s skirt was your new grandma? I guess I wasn’t really paying attention.
Had other things keeping me occupied.”“Yep. That’s who it was. New grandma.”“You sound
pissed.”Somehow between my talk with my dad, the awkward post-honeymoon dinner at our
new family table, and me finally escaping to my room to call Dana, I have gotten pissed. She
knew what the wedding was going to be like. She knew the folks there were on the more
conservative end of the spectrum. Who the hell acts like that in the hallway at the Ritz-Carlton?
It’s like she thinks she’s Shane from The L Word and nothing she does is going to come back on
her. “Three’s mom recognized you as my friend. And now she thinks my dad is the Antichrist
because he can’t manage his offspring. An apology wouldn’t hurt my feelings.”“No way. I did us a
favor. The trip is on, and besides, you’re going to get that stupid show you wanted. I swear, I do
not understand why you’re still all up in Jesus’s house. You know those people don’t like
homos.”“Wrong. Some of those people. And that’s the whole point—my show is supposed to
change hearts and minds.”I press the bottom of my feet against the padded headboard and
push up into a stretch as I wait for her response.“So, what’s your approach?”“Be myself.” I drop
flat again against my new bed.Dana snorts. “Isn’t that exactly what your dad said you couldn’t
do?”“You have a point.” I hate when she’s right. It takes all the anger out of my balloon.“I’m
serious. Your dad wants you to blend in for the year. Then fucking blend. If you think you have
half a snowball’s chance in hell to turn some of those haters into allies, I’ve got your back.” She
pauses and I can tell she’s strategizing. “This is too nuts for me, but what if you do the whole
small town makeover?”“What do you mean?”“You know, girl-next-door, cool-kid table—I mean,
not the really cool kids, but the ones who think they are—county fairs, and prayer group. Oh, and
Sephora. You have to promise me you’ll go, with Three, and get a makeover. No more fauxhawk.
Let that shit grow out. You’ll be so pretty with a dark little pixie cut and some rose lips. And finally,
new wardrobe. No Docs. No ripped jeans. No black.”“Screw you, Dana.”“No, screw you. Papa D.
is only trying to help you out here, and you have to admit this idea is brilly.”It’s so stupid I can
barely stand it, but again, the girl has skills at getting to the heart of an issue. It might make my
transition easier.“Papa D. could be right.”“Yaaaas! And pictures or it didn’t happen. Besides,
maybe Three will try on clothes with you and you’ll get to see what your dad’s hitting.”“That is the
nail, dude.”“Yeah, but who’s in the coffin?”“So we’re cool?”Dana’s quiet on the other end of the
line, then she sighs. “Yeah, bitch, we’re cool. But I’m serious. If you’re going to do this shit for the
cause, you might as well go for broke. Then we can bust you out of your chains on graduation



day. But don’t be thinking you can avoid my texts. Me with no car and you with your new life, I
don’t know how often we’re going to get real-life visits.”“You’re going to be my lifeline, dude. Don’t
forget about me.”“As if.” She laughs. “Give my regards to Grandma.”“Later, gator.”I hang up and
stare at myself in the mirror. Normal makeup, hair, clothes? No time like the present to start a
slow death. There’s genius in Dana’s plan. Blend in. Keep my enemies close. Maybe I’ll even
figure out how to pilot my own life instead of always being her wingman. I lean in closer and look
myself in the eyes. “You’ve got this, girl.” The fear worms its way in again. I’ve never lived in a
small town before and they’re not known for being kind to girls like me. Maybe Dad’s edict won’t
be the worst thing in the world.ThreeDANA’S STRAIGHT UP GUFFAWING ON the other end of
the phone. “Are you serious? That old lady that stuck her head out of the room when I had my
hand up Cougar Jen’s skirt was your new grandma? I guess I wasn’t really paying attention. Had
other things keeping me occupied.”“Yep. That’s who it was. New grandma.”“You sound
pissed.”Somehow between my talk with my dad, the awkward post-honeymoon dinner at our
new family table, and me finally escaping to my room to call Dana, I have gotten pissed. She
knew what the wedding was going to be like. She knew the folks there were on the more
conservative end of the spectrum. Who the hell acts like that in the hallway at the Ritz-Carlton?
It’s like she thinks she’s Shane from The L Word and nothing she does is going to come back on
her. “Three’s mom recognized you as my friend. And now she thinks my dad is the Antichrist
because he can’t manage his offspring. An apology wouldn’t hurt my feelings.”“No way. I did us a
favor. The trip is on, and besides, you’re going to get that stupid show you wanted. I swear, I do
not understand why you’re still all up in Jesus’s house. You know those people don’t like
homos.”“Wrong. Some of those people. And that’s the whole point—my show is supposed to
change hearts and minds.”I press the bottom of my feet against the padded headboard and
push up into a stretch as I wait for her response.“So, what’s your approach?”“Be myself.” I drop
flat again against my new bed.Dana snorts. “Isn’t that exactly what your dad said you couldn’t
do?”“You have a point.” I hate when she’s right. It takes all the anger out of my balloon.“I’m
serious. Your dad wants you to blend in for the year. Then fucking blend. If you think you have
half a snowball’s chance in hell to turn some of those haters into allies, I’ve got your back.” She
pauses and I can tell she’s strategizing. “This is too nuts for me, but what if you do the whole
small town makeover?”“What do you mean?”“You know, girl-next-door, cool-kid table—I mean,
not the really cool kids, but the ones who think they are—county fairs, and prayer group. Oh, and
Sephora. You have to promise me you’ll go, with Three, and get a makeover. No more fauxhawk.
Let that shit grow out. You’ll be so pretty with a dark little pixie cut and some rose lips. And finally,
new wardrobe. No Docs. No ripped jeans. No black.”“Screw you, Dana.”“No, screw you. Papa D.
is only trying to help you out here, and you have to admit this idea is brilly.”It’s so stupid I can
barely stand it, but again, the girl has skills at getting to the heart of an issue. It might make my
transition easier.“Papa D. could be right.”“Yaaaas! And pictures or it didn’t happen. Besides,
maybe Three will try on clothes with you and you’ll get to see what your dad’s hitting.”“That is the
nail, dude.”“Yeah, but who’s in the coffin?”“So we’re cool?”Dana’s quiet on the other end of the



line, then she sighs. “Yeah, bitch, we’re cool. But I’m serious. If you’re going to do this shit for the
cause, you might as well go for broke. Then we can bust you out of your chains on graduation
day. But don’t be thinking you can avoid my texts. Me with no car and you with your new life, I
don’t know how often we’re going to get real-life visits.”“You’re going to be my lifeline, dude. Don’t
forget about me.”“As if.” She laughs. “Give my regards to Grandma.”“Later, gator.”I hang up and
stare at myself in the mirror. Normal makeup, hair, clothes? No time like the present to start a
slow death. There’s genius in Dana’s plan. Blend in. Keep my enemies close. Maybe I’ll even
figure out how to pilot my own life instead of always being her wingman. I lean in closer and look
myself in the eyes. “You’ve got this, girl.” The fear worms its way in again. I’ve never lived in a
small town before and they’re not known for being kind to girls like me. Maybe Dad’s edict won’t
be the worst thing in the world.Four“I’M SO HAPPY YOU ASKED me to do this with you.” Three
keeps giving me shy glances from the driver’s seat as she heads to a big mall on the outskirts of
Atlanta.“Totally,” I say, in my best Valley girl accent.This silences her.Operation Upset Three is
still happening as far as I’m concerned. I can tamp down my gay for Dad, but it doesn’t mean I
have to open my heart to her.At the big mall off the I-285 perimeter we find the Sephora store. I’m
not completely averse to makeup. Black eyeliner is the bomb, as is that thick manga mascara,
but anything else has never been my thing. So when the effete sales dude hovers over me with
foundations and blushes and eye shadows, it takes all my effort to stay in the chair.“You know,”
Three says to the guy, Derek on his name tag, “I think we’re going for more of a natural look
here.”“She’s right,” I say. “Girl next door and all.”He purses his lips and tilts his head. “Whatever
you say, honey.”When he’s finished, I’m loaded up with a bag full of Urban Decay Naked Palette
cosmetics and a bunch of free samples of perfumes and moisturizers. Then I remember. “Wait.
Time for a selfie.” I gather Derek and Three into the picture with me. Three seems especially
pleased by this, and snap. As they head to the checkout counter, I text it to Dana. “Share this and
you die.” But the picture’s not bad. I look normal, kind of, and my Italian brown eyes look
huge.Our next stop is Fringe, a salon recommended to Three by one of her friends’ younger
sisters. Fringe is all pale wood and sleek chrome. My stylist, Stellina, picks up my mop of bangs-
slash-fauxhawk. The shaved parts underneath have grown to about an inch and a half long. “You
going for the tough girl look again?” She smiles at me in the mirror and my heart does a little
flutter kick. But then, just when I thought she was giving me a vibe, she turns it off.“What do you
say we go for a pixie? The gamine look would definitely work for you. Maybe a little bit of dark
gold highlighting on the tips?”Even though I see the pinup girl tattoo on her right bicep, she’s all
business with me. “Yeah. Fine. Whatever.”She raises an eyebrow at Three. Sort of a Teenagers,
you can’t live with them, you can’t live without them look.When she’s finished, I’m having a
seriously hard time recognizing myself. Even my nose looks smaller. If it weren’t for the fact that
I’m still wearing my Bikini Kill T-shirt and black jeans, I’d think the girl in front of me was cute, but
not someone I’d have a thing in common with. I text Dana again.Fuck. I don’t think I can do this. I
include the latest photo.OMFG. I’d so do you. And yes you can. We’ll be partying in P-Town this
time next year. Be strong.It’s not your ass being dragged to A&F.LOLOL. Pictures or it didn’t



happen.Three pays for my hair and buys us both salon products. “Coffee?” she asks. There’s a
Starbucks a few doors down from the salon.“Why not.”We wait in line and I’m checking out the
barista with the gauges when I get that raised-hair feeling on the back of my neck. I turn and
there are two guys in line behind us, and one of them is smiling at me with this moonstruck
expression.“What?” I say.“Um, nothing.” The boy snaps his stare to his feet. It’s not like guys
don’t look at me—they do—but the timing is eerie.Three starts laughing and I want to stomp her
foot. The cashier takes our order, and I have to admit I’m surprised when she orders an
Americano. I figured her for a caramel frap type. “Same,” I say when the barista looks at me for
my order.“Split a scone? Or wait for lunch?” Three smiles and for the briefest flash, I forget we’re
enemies.“Not hungry. Still have to try on clothes.”Three’s face clouds slightly. “You know, I’m
really sorry. I didn’t mean to mess with your life like this. I just mentioned my mom’s concern to
your father and he kind of ran with it.”And . . . friends over. It’s one thing to be nice after you’ve
screwed with someone else—it’s another to be nice and then try to blame it on their
dad.“Whatever. Let’s just get this over with.”From the Abercrombie & Fitch dressing room I text
Dana pics of me in blue and red and green, even lilac, and not one stitch of black. I even buy a
freaking sundress to make my dad happy. It will probably just hang in my closet being teased by
my real clothes, but he can’t accuse me of trying to skirt the skirts.At the shoes, I draw the line.
No glittery sandals or sparkly heels. I’m going to hang on to that much of myself at least. Three
tries to re-ingratiate herself. “I never wore heels in high school either. It’s a big campus. Here . . .”
She holds out a small bag from the neighboring jewelry store.“What’s this?”“A present. A hope
that we can be friends. I know I’m too young to be a mom to you.”She’s right. I don’t need a mom.
Moms leave. They die or fall in love with someone else. They don’t last. I swallow a gulp of air
and blurt an answer. “Too young to be a wife.” The unspoken for my dad hangs between
us.Three’s mouth drops, but then she shakes it off. “I’ll take that as a compliment. Are you going
to open the bag?”There are two tiny gold hoop earrings and a pendant, in gold, of a little round
goddess, her arms upraised to the moon.“What’s this for?” Then I hear my dad’s voice in my
head, admonishing me to be kind. “Thank you,” I add, even though I don’t really want to accept
what feels like a guilt gift.Three shrugs. “I got it because the moon is the symbol of the feminine. I
thought you might like it. That maybe it’d be kind of like a talisman or something so you don’t
forget yourself this year.”I shove the box back into the bag. She should have thought of that
before she blabbed to my dad about her parents’ concerns. Before she married a man with a
queer daughter. But it will all work out for her, I suppose. In a year, I’ll be gone.“Yeah, sure. It’s
nice. But you didn’t need to get it for me.”“I know.” She picks up some of my bags and heads for
the nearest exit. “Time for lunch, right?” Her voice is hesitant, like she thinks I’ll
refuse.“Mexican.”“Your dad’s favorite.” She smiles. How can she always smile when I’m being an
ass? Is she made of plastic?But I can’t help another dig. “You think we can get a dog? I’ve
always wanted a dog.” Three is a freak to the neat but I know she’s feeling super bad about what
she’s done to me. I keep going with it. “Like a big pit mix. Or a Labrador. Or maybe even one of
those bull mastiffs with the dangly jowls that slobber everywhere.” I make prayer hands. “They’re



so cute. Don’t you think they’re cute? Please. I know you could convince my dad.”Three sucks in
a breath.I watch her inner battle over keeping her lovely new house clean or making amends
with her stepdaughter. I’m curious which will win.“Sure,” she says in a high-pitched squeak. “If
you want.”Huh. Didn’t see that coming.“Naw,” I say. “On second thought, I wouldn’t want the
heartbreak of leaving it this summer. Let’s go over there to Del Rio.” I point at a Tex-Mex place on
the edge of the mall parking lot. “I’m craving one of their top-shelf margaritas.”Her eyes bug out
of her head and I know I’m being ruthless, but she makes it so damn easy.“Kidding, Three. I’m
kidding.”This time she only looks irritated and I get the tiniest jolt of fear. Because right now, I’m
pretty sure my dad would choose her side, not mine. And he’d make me call her
Elizabeth.Four“I’M SO HAPPY YOU ASKED me to do this with you.” Three keeps giving me shy
glances from the driver’s seat as she heads to a big mall on the outskirts of Atlanta.“Totally,” I
say, in my best Valley girl accent.This silences her.Operation Upset Three is still happening as
far as I’m concerned. I can tamp down my gay for Dad, but it doesn’t mean I have to open my
heart to her.At the big mall off the I-285 perimeter we find the Sephora store. I’m not completely
averse to makeup. Black eyeliner is the bomb, as is that thick manga mascara, but anything else
has never been my thing. So when the effete sales dude hovers over me with foundations and
blushes and eye shadows, it takes all my effort to stay in the chair.“You know,” Three says to the
guy, Derek on his name tag, “I think we’re going for more of a natural look here.”“She’s right,” I
say. “Girl next door and all.”He purses his lips and tilts his head. “Whatever you say, honey.”When
he’s finished, I’m loaded up with a bag full of Urban Decay Naked Palette cosmetics and a bunch
of free samples of perfumes and moisturizers. Then I remember. “Wait. Time for a selfie.” I gather
Derek and Three into the picture with me. Three seems especially pleased by this, and snap. As
they head to the checkout counter, I text it to Dana. “Share this and you die.” But the picture’s not
bad. I look normal, kind of, and my Italian brown eyes look huge.Our next stop is Fringe, a salon
recommended to Three by one of her friends’ younger sisters. Fringe is all pale wood and sleek
chrome. My stylist, Stellina, picks up my mop of bangs-slash-fauxhawk. The shaved parts
underneath have grown to about an inch and a half long. “You going for the tough girl look
again?” She smiles at me in the mirror and my heart does a little flutter kick. But then, just when I
thought she was giving me a vibe, she turns it off.“What do you say we go for a pixie? The
gamine look would definitely work for you. Maybe a little bit of dark gold highlighting on the
tips?”Even though I see the pinup girl tattoo on her right bicep, she’s all business with me. “Yeah.
Fine. Whatever.”She raises an eyebrow at Three. Sort of a Teenagers, you can’t live with them,
you can’t live without them look.When she’s finished, I’m having a seriously hard time
recognizing myself. Even my nose looks smaller. If it weren’t for the fact that I’m still wearing my
Bikini Kill T-shirt and black jeans, I’d think the girl in front of me was cute, but not someone I’d
have a thing in common with. I text Dana again.Fuck. I don’t think I can do this. I include the
latest photo.OMFG. I’d so do you. And yes you can. We’ll be partying in P-Town this time next
year. Be strong.It’s not your ass being dragged to A&F.LOLOL. Pictures or it didn’t happen.Three
pays for my hair and buys us both salon products. “Coffee?” she asks. There’s a Starbucks a few



doors down from the salon.“Why not.”We wait in line and I’m checking out the barista with the
gauges when I get that raised-hair feeling on the back of my neck. I turn and there are two guys
in line behind us, and one of them is smiling at me with this moonstruck expression.“What?” I
say.“Um, nothing.” The boy snaps his stare to his feet. It’s not like guys don’t look at me—they do
—but the timing is eerie.Three starts laughing and I want to stomp her foot. The cashier takes
our order, and I have to admit I’m surprised when she orders an Americano. I figured her for a
caramel frap type. “Same,” I say when the barista looks at me for my order.“Split a scone? Or
wait for lunch?” Three smiles and for the briefest flash, I forget we’re enemies.“Not hungry. Still
have to try on clothes.”Three’s face clouds slightly. “You know, I’m really sorry. I didn’t mean to
mess with your life like this. I just mentioned my mom’s concern to your father and he kind of ran
with it.”And . . . friends over. It’s one thing to be nice after you’ve screwed with someone else—it’s
another to be nice and then try to blame it on their dad.“Whatever. Let’s just get this over
with.”From the Abercrombie & Fitch dressing room I text Dana pics of me in blue and red and
green, even lilac, and not one stitch of black. I even buy a freaking sundress to make my dad
happy. It will probably just hang in my closet being teased by my real clothes, but he can’t
accuse me of trying to skirt the skirts.At the shoes, I draw the line. No glittery sandals or sparkly
heels. I’m going to hang on to that much of myself at least. Three tries to re-ingratiate herself. “I
never wore heels in high school either. It’s a big campus. Here . . .” She holds out a small bag
from the neighboring jewelry store.“What’s this?”“A present. A hope that we can be friends. I
know I’m too young to be a mom to you.”She’s right. I don’t need a mom. Moms leave. They die
or fall in love with someone else. They don’t last. I swallow a gulp of air and blurt an answer. “Too
young to be a wife.” The unspoken for my dad hangs between us.Three’s mouth drops, but then
she shakes it off. “I’ll take that as a compliment. Are you going to open the bag?”There are two
tiny gold hoop earrings and a pendant, in gold, of a little round goddess, her arms upraised to
the moon.“What’s this for?” Then I hear my dad’s voice in my head, admonishing me to be kind.
“Thank you,” I add, even though I don’t really want to accept what feels like a guilt gift.Three
shrugs. “I got it because the moon is the symbol of the feminine. I thought you might like it. That
maybe it’d be kind of like a talisman or something so you don’t forget yourself this year.”I shove
the box back into the bag. She should have thought of that before she blabbed to my dad about
her parents’ concerns. Before she married a man with a queer daughter. But it will all work out for
her, I suppose. In a year, I’ll be gone.“Yeah, sure. It’s nice. But you didn’t need to get it for me.”“I
know.” She picks up some of my bags and heads for the nearest exit. “Time for lunch, right?” Her
voice is hesitant, like she thinks I’ll refuse.“Mexican.”“Your dad’s favorite.” She smiles. How can
she always smile when I’m being an ass? Is she made of plastic?But I can’t help another dig.
“You think we can get a dog? I’ve always wanted a dog.” Three is a freak to the neat but I know
she’s feeling super bad about what she’s done to me. I keep going with it. “Like a big pit mix. Or a
Labrador. Or maybe even one of those bull mastiffs with the dangly jowls that slobber
everywhere.” I make prayer hands. “They’re so cute. Don’t you think they’re cute? Please. I know
you could convince my dad.”Three sucks in a breath.I watch her inner battle over keeping her



lovely new house clean or making amends with her stepdaughter. I’m curious which will
win.“Sure,” she says in a high-pitched squeak. “If you want.”Huh. Didn’t see that coming.“Naw,” I
say. “On second thought, I wouldn’t want the heartbreak of leaving it this summer. Let’s go over
there to Del Rio.” I point at a Tex-Mex place on the edge of the mall parking lot. “I’m craving one
of their top-shelf margaritas.”Her eyes bug out of her head and I know I’m being ruthless, but she
makes it so damn easy.“Kidding, Three. I’m kidding.”This time she only looks irritated and I get
the tiniest jolt of fear. Because right now, I’m pretty sure my dad would choose her side, not mine.
And he’d make me call her Elizabeth.FiveDAD TRIED TO DRIVE ME to school today, but I didn’t
spend all weekend scraping girl band and Human Rights Campaign stickers off my bumper for
nothing. Not driving my car is not an option. What if I need to escape?I look in the mirror. Who’s
the norm in the freaking lilac V-necked tee with blue jeans, a belt, and gold jewelry? Even the
makeup is freaking Mary Sue. Mary Sue Gordon. Sounds like a preacher’s daughter for sure.A
serious shit storm of nerves kicks up inside me as I get stuck in an endless line of parent cars.
Finally I find the student parking lot and an empty spot on the far end. I have to speed walk to the
office.“Um, hello. I’m new. Jo . . . anna Gordon.” Back when Dad married Two, she convinced him
our Italian last name would never get him taken seriously within the evangelical realm and talked
him into a legal name change. At the time, I was hopped up on thinking I was finally getting a
mama to love me and agreed to the new name, too, but I’ve regretted it ever since. Dad hates
the thought of us having different names, but as soon as I turn eighteen it’s back to Guglielmi for
me.The secretary peers up at me over black-rimmed readers. I prepare myself for the body scan
and sneer, but instead I get this pleasant smile. Then I remember—I look fucking
respectable.“Hi, sugar. Hold on a second.” She flips through some papers in front of her, and
pulls out a single sheet. “Your schedule.” Then she glances over to where a group of severely
nerdy-looking kids huddle. “Barnum, your peer is here.”“Peer?” I ask.The secretary smiles up at
me, and it’s like I’m being coated with sugary goodness. “Yes, dear. At RHS, we assign peer
guides to new students. Barnum here is going to be yours.”It’s then I notice the boy standing next
to me. He’s built like a brick wall, has the goofiest smile I’ve ever seen, and has an elephant silk-
screened on his shirt with the slogan “Works for Peanuts.”“Hey there, Jo . . . anna!” He repeats
my name with the same hesitation I used with the secretary. “I’m B.T.B. Your peer.” He keeps
grinning.The secretary pats B.T.B on the arm. “Barnum. You’ll need to look at her schedule,
show her where her classes are, and take her to the assembly.”“Right!” He nods, never losing the
smile. “Give that to me.” A massive hand extends for the paper I’m holding.The secretary winks
in my direction and I get the feeling that B.T.B. might not be in my honors classes. I hand him my
schedule. He scans it. “Okay, Jo . . . anna. Follow me.”He marches, and I do mean marches, out
of the office, takes a military precision turn to the right, and continues on. I almost feel like I
should snap my knees along with him. The interesting thing, though, is that rather than the
mocking I’d expect from the kids at my Atlanta high school, everybody we pass in the hall gives
him high fives and shouts, “’Sup, B.T.B?”Every time his answer is “Peer duty. She’s Jo . . . anna.”
Finally, after about the sixth such introduction, I catch up to him. “Joanna’s fine. You don’t need



the pause.”FiveDAD TRIED TO DRIVE ME to school today, but I didn’t spend all weekend
scraping girl band and Human Rights Campaign stickers off my bumper for nothing. Not driving
my car is not an option. What if I need to escape?I look in the mirror. Who’s the norm in the
freaking lilac V-necked tee with blue jeans, a belt, and gold jewelry? Even the makeup is freaking
Mary Sue. Mary Sue Gordon. Sounds like a preacher’s daughter for sure.A serious shit storm of
nerves kicks up inside me as I get stuck in an endless line of parent cars. Finally I find the
student parking lot and an empty spot on the far end. I have to speed walk to the office.“Um,
hello. I’m new. Jo . . . anna Gordon.” Back when Dad married Two, she convinced him our Italian
last name would never get him taken seriously within the evangelical realm and talked him into a
legal name change. At the time, I was hopped up on thinking I was finally getting a mama to love
me and agreed to the new name, too, but I’ve regretted it ever since. Dad hates the thought of us
having different names, but as soon as I turn eighteen it’s back to Guglielmi for me.The secretary
peers up at me over black-rimmed readers. I prepare myself for the body scan and sneer, but
instead I get this pleasant smile. Then I remember—I look fucking respectable.“Hi, sugar. Hold
on a second.” She flips through some papers in front of her, and pulls out a single sheet. “Your
schedule.” Then she glances over to where a group of severely nerdy-looking kids huddle.
“Barnum, your peer is here.”“Peer?” I ask.The secretary smiles up at me, and it’s like I’m being
coated with sugary goodness. “Yes, dear. At RHS, we assign peer guides to new students.
Barnum here is going to be yours.”It’s then I notice the boy standing next to me. He’s built like a
brick wall, has the goofiest smile I’ve ever seen, and has an elephant silk-screened on his shirt
with the slogan “Works for Peanuts.”“Hey there, Jo . . . anna!” He repeats my name with the same
hesitation I used with the secretary. “I’m B.T.B. Your peer.” He keeps grinning.The secretary pats
B.T.B on the arm. “Barnum. You’ll need to look at her schedule, show her where her classes are,
and take her to the assembly.”“Right!” He nods, never losing the smile. “Give that to me.” A
massive hand extends for the paper I’m holding.The secretary winks in my direction and I get the
feeling that B.T.B. might not be in my honors classes. I hand him my schedule. He scans it.
“Okay, Jo . . . anna. Follow me.”He marches, and I do mean marches, out of the office, takes a
military precision turn to the right, and continues on. I almost feel like I should snap my knees
along with him. The interesting thing, though, is that rather than the mocking I’d expect from the
kids at my Atlanta high school, everybody we pass in the hall gives him high fives and shouts,
“’Sup, B.T.B?”Every time his answer is “Peer duty. She’s Jo . . . anna.” Finally, after about the sixth
such introduction, I catch up to him. “Joanna’s fine. You don’t need the pause.”
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SassyPants, “Keep It Real. This ambitious YA novel tackles more than just being a gay teen. The
author writes about small town prejudices, Christian “morality,” teen sexuality, blended families,
friendship, being gay AND a person of faith, and being true to yourself. That is quite a load and
a bit much for one book. I think the main point is about how LGBTQ people struggle to find a
religion or faith that is not damming. Nonetheless, there is a lot to think about in this book.The
story is about high school senior Jo Gordon. She is gay and has been out for years. She lives
with her evangelical radio preacher father in Atlanta. He is supportive and loving. He marries a
younger woman from small town Rome, Georgia. Rome is filled with potentially small-minded
people. The Gordon’s move to Rome at the start of Jo’s senior year. Her parents ask her to go
back in the closet, fearing the town’s reaction to a gay teen but especially fearing the reaction of
her new step-grandmother. They also fear that being out will make life hard for Jo. She
reluctantly agrees, but strikes a bargain with her dad. Jo has longed to have her own evangelical
radio show aimed at teens, their real concerns, as well as sexuality and inclusion. Or as Jo’s
tagline succinctly states: “Keep it real and keep it kind.” Her father agrees, but on condition that
she keep things watered down at first.Jo starts out the year with good intentions, including a
“cute girl” make-over. She is accepted pretty quickly by the students, especially those in a youth
fellowship group at her church. Life is initially both uncomfortable and easy. The real trouble
starts when she beings to have serious feelings for a popular girl, who may be gay herself. Jo
follows her heart and things go very badly. She is being anything but “real” and ends up telling
layers of lies to her friends. The truth comes out, also in a bad way, making the situation even
worse. Jo realizes that her father asked her to do something both impossible and cruel, which
makes her question his acceptance of her. But there is a happy ending for all.This is a
captivating story and an interesting twist on LGBTQ literature for teens. Jo is a likable and
accessible narrator. I agree with the publisher that this book is for 9th grade and up. If you are
an adult buying this for a teen, there is sex, which I would consider at about at PG level. Even for
a middle aged hetero lady, there were some steamy scenes! On the minus side, there were
some stereotyped characters and the ending was way too tied in a bow tidy. I suspect the author
wanted a hopeful ending, but teens may find it unrealistic. Still, this was an enjoyable novel on
important topics.”

Trudie Barreras, “A strong "thumbs up". “Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit” by Jayne
Robin Brown is yet another LGBT-focused book that my favorite author Kittredge Cherry called
to my attention. In this case, Cherry specifically asked me to evaluate this book for possible
inclusion in her catalog of material relating matters of sexuality and spirituality posted on her
Jesus in Love Blogspot. I do not hesitate to give this YA novel a strong “thumbs up’.The
protagonist-narrator, Jo (Joanna) self-identifies as lesbian. Her father, who runs a radio ministry
called “Wings of Love”, has been accepting of her sexuality until he falls in love with and marries



Elizabeth, daughter of a VERY homophobic, religiously fundamentalist mother living in Rome,
GA. When he moves his ministry to Rome, he decides that Jo should go back “in the closet” until
such time as she graduates from high school the following summer, meanwhile trying to fit
heterosexual “norms” in a new school. It seems he fears that his daughter’s flamboyance will
cause hassles with the in-laws as well as impair his effectiveness with his new radio clientele. He
holds out the carrot of letting his daughter have a slot in his radio ministry for a youth-oriented
program called “Keep it Real” in which she can explore subjects relating sexuality and spirituality
for the NOW generation…as long as she doesn’t go off the deep end. Reluctantly, Jo agrees to
this bargain; unfortunately, she falls in love with Mary Carlson, who is trying to come out herself.
Needless to say this leads to the main crisis of the story – how to honor her promise to her father
without lying to her new love.Brown’s novel is well crafted. As she says in her Author’s Note, she
“wanted this novel to be something a young queer person of faith could hold on to as a bright
spot while they navigate the waters of finding themselves.” I believe she accomplishes this goal
very effectively.The characterizations are vividly drawn and very real. Especially delightful is the
depiction of Mary Carlson’s twin, B.T.B (Barnum Thomas Bailey), a boy “on the spectrum” who is
obsessed with elephants, and who becomes pivotal to the story. Since I myself spent nearly 40
years involved with the LGBT community of Atlanta, and had occasions to learn about the ultra-
conservatism of the nearby city of Rome, I found the author’s depictions of the ambience of the
two locales completely accurate ant thoroughly delightful.Obviously, this book describes a totally
different milieu than existed when I moved to that city in 1978, and it is profoundly encouraging
to be reminded how different things are now than they were then, when a story such as this
could never have been even imagined. Yes, things ARE getting better and profoundly changing;
inclusive and affirming ministries such as the one Jo and her friends participate in are reality
now. In addition, stories such as this which incorporate gay coming-of-age narratives right along
with straight ones are a true gift, and deserve all the accolades they can get.”

Andreactually, “Sweet Book for Anyone in Youth Ministry. I’m a youth leader at a progressive,
metropolitan Methodist church, and while our Youth Ministry doesn’t shy away from being
upfront about our values and accepting all, I grew up in the South, and this story feels so familiar.
I read a lot of YA, often looking for good books to share with my youth. I also happen to be gay,
and a person of faith, and know all too well what it means to feel that you have to choose one
orthe other. This is a great book to discuss with high school youth, and a great story about the
power of faith communities in supporting queer youth. Often we read stories about how people
of faith harm queer youth, but not enough about what faith communities can do to help children
come out and believe in themselves. We need more stories like this! The only caution I would
say regarding this book is, I wasn’t too keen on the infantilizing of the central disabled character;
although, in many ways, I could see that the author didn’t want to delve too far into the disability
conversation when the central point was queerness and faith. As a writer, I argue that if you’re
going to add a character of a marginalized group, you have to follow through, rather than just



throw in a shade of color for diversity points. Same goes for the students of color in the story. I
would have loved more on their struggles as marginalized folks in predominantly white Christian
spaces. While it needs to be critiqued, the books not great depiction of disability and the
illustrated everyday ableism is good fodder for discussion on supporting differently abled peers
that would be good for church youth. I definitely recommend this book for youth ministry leaders!”

Destanie, “a good, heartwarming read. I really enjoyed the character building in this book. Part of
me wishes we got to have more scenes of the main characters together, going on dates (iykyk)”

Groovedane, “Thoroughly recommended. Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit by Jaye
Robin Brown is two of the types of books I like in one: YA and romance; it is also a type of book I
do not usually read: faith-inspired. (Full disclosure: do not have a religious bone in my body.)I am
though a passionate LBGTQ+ ally and gave this FF romance a chance, despite the blurb
reference to the MCs evangelist father. There’s a lot of church in the book, a lot of preaching, a
lot of bible … but also a whole lot of heart. The Kirkus review says it’s “sweet and sexy”, I really
don’t think it’s the latter at all – it’s very tame, even by YA standards – but it is sweet and if it is
idealised, then that’s only in the same way any romance is. And it’s made clear that not everyone
swoons to the central love story – there are bumps along the way and some people cannot open
their hearts and leave their prejudice behind.In the end the churchy focus of the story gave me
an entirely new insight into the lives of young queer people and could well help young people of
faith to either be the person they truly are or be an ally in the life of a friend or relative.It’s maybe
(and quite rightly) more of a true YA book than a YA book read by older readers, but the insights
it offers could quite literally change lives. (If you are a true person of faith and know of a young
queer person who could use any support at all – first give them that support and secondly give
them this book.)Georgia Peaches is not preachy and it’s not in any way heavy going; it’s a darn
good story with excellent characters who have believable issues. Jaye Robin Brown walked a
fine line in “selling” the idea of “there are people in the world who think you are perfect just the
way you are”, whilst still telling a good and believable story. She never, ever leaves the story
behind. Kudos to a tremendous writer.”

V, “Good read for YA, maybe not 30+?. A nice read and interesting reflection on sexuality and
faith. Even though I consider myself non religious and question Christianity, the characters were
sweet and genuine. Maybe I’m a bit old for reading YA novels, but the content was right for a
young audience and it’s a good new tale on a queer story about hiding your sexuality despite
already being out.”

ChaHM, “A delightful, sweet, engrossing YA read. Absolutely LOVED Georgia Peaches and
Other Forbidden Fruit, such a fun, thought provoking, slice of happiness. So clever on queer
teens and questions of faith, family and friendship. Plus it has secrets, lies and a hidden



relationship. A teen RomCom with a brilliant queer girl couple at its heart, finding their way to
each other through a series of misdirections.”

roswillder, “wonderful book. i love this book and would highly recommend it. i read this book
really quickly as it was difficult to put down and was instantly hooked. beautifully written and also
loved the development in joanna and her stepmum's relationship it was a lovely addition to the
story.”

Havelock, “This is a really sweet YA novel. This is a really sweet YA novel. I really love Jo as a
protagonist; she's very strong willed, and I find her very relatable as a character. Her relationship
with Mary Carlson is wonderful, though I feel like a lot of their problems would have been solved
a lot quicker if Jo had just been more honest in the beginning.”

The book by Jaye Robin Brown has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 398 people have provided feedback.
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